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The objective in any home or commercial
tele\,ision (or FI\{) installation is to lear,e the
customer satisfied that he or she is gefting the
best picture you can create, within the limits of
the budget available. The easiest approach for
you to take is to order out a factory made
antenna packed in a plastic sheet cover, 'snap

open' the elements, secure the matching
transformer, wire up the downlead and after
clamping the antenna to a short stub of mast
check the reception and be on your way. If the
pictures look less than sparkling, well, blame it
on the hills, the trees, the weather or the
customer's hard luck for living where signals are
weak,

The antenna's function is to capture eners/
radiated into the atmosphere. ,Antenna efficien-
cv is rated by a comparative system known as
'gain;' the signal captured is compared to the
amount of enerry captured by a 'standard refer-
ence ant6nna' known as the dipole. Signals
received are measured in 'v'olts, millivolts,
microvolts.

When'r'oltages are 'doubled' (example: 500
microvolts to 1,000 microvolts) there is a 6 dB
increase (1). A 3 dB r,'oltage change is a 50o/o
change in voltage (example: 1,000 micror,'olts to
either 707 or 1,410 microvolts). In practical
terms a 2 db change (whether 2 dB less, or 2
dB more) is the minimum chanse which the

ll Voltage and power can be confusing. A 3 dB
voltage change is a 50% variation. a 3 dB power change
is a ratio of 2 (such as I watt to 2 watts) or a l009ro
change. We measure voltage, not power, in TV anterna
syslems.

human eye (or ear) can detect as change. A
suitable srgnal ler,el (field strength) meter may
tell you that a srgnal is 1 dB weaker, or stronger
but nithout the meter reading you could not be
certain of such a change. In fact, an untrained
eye cannot detect a 2 dB change; most people
onty begn to notice change (whether
improvement or degradation) when a 3 dB
change has taken place.

If this is true, why should you worry about
whether the TV antenna you have chosen has 8
dB of gain (8 dBg) or 11 dBg? Can anyone tell
the difference, without a signal level meter? If
Tech Bulletin suggests how in ten minutes time
you can improve the gain of a oofimercially
built home TV antenna by 3 dB, why bother if
nobody can detect the improvement'l

SMALL ADJUSTN,{ENTS
Television video is amplitude modulated and

in its present analogue form requires
considerable bandwidth to convey all of the
picture detail including colour. The audio
portion travels as an appendage to the main
(video) carrier and it is placed 5.5 MHz above
the visual carrier to ensure that the r,'ideo and
the audio do not interfere with one another.

The transmission of television, in a bandwidth
somewhat greater than 5.5 MHz, is a carefully
engineered series of trade offs. For example,
the audio signal canier, frequency modulated, is
purposefully transmitted at a lower effective
power than the video carrier. This rellects that
the audio bandwidth is quite nalrow (when
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compared to the video), so the TV receiver is
better able to deliver noise free sound at a lower
power level simply because the audio portion of
the receiver process€s a smaller piece of
spectrum (bandwidth) than the video porfion.
Bandwidth has an inverse relationship to carrier
power; a 10 kilowatt transmitter power
concentrated in a bandwidth of 150 kilohertz
will be lbr more intense than a 10 kilowatt
transmitter spread out over 5 Iu{Hz. Power is
always bandwidth sensiti'r,e.

(This is one of the reasons why the new
digital transmission formats provide superior
srgnal coverage for a fraction of the present
transmitter powers; a digital video + audio
transmission may occupy as little as 5o/o of a
present day TV channel. This reduction in
bandwidth means t-ar stronger signals with the
same transmitter powers as analogue: or, equal
srgnal levels to analogue with far lorver
transmitter powers.)

One of the desired characteristics of a TV
receiving antenna is bandwidth; how much of a
channel, or how many channels of spectrum,
can be captured by the antenna? A single
channel TV antenna must, as a minimum,
capture eners/ across a 5.5 MHz bandwidth
since the eners/'transmitted occupies this much
spectrum space. Anterma bandwidth is
measured by a technique called'gain bandwidth
flatness' which simply means the gain of the
antenna is X dB, plus or minus some accepted
gain variation, within the width of a TV
charmel. Consider an antenna tbr TV charurel I
such that it has 7 dBg at 45.25I\,IFIz (the visual
carrier frequency), but only 1 dB of gain at
50.750 I\.{FIz (the aural carrier frequency). In
between 45.25 and 50.75, the gain varies up
and down; never more than 7 dB, never less
than 1 dB.

First we need to understand our standard of
comparison. In most of the anterura world, gain
is compared to a simple dipole antenna
operating at the same frequency. A dipole is a
one-half-wavelength antenna and the physical
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GAIN

Gain,should be +f ,1.0 dB maiimum through' TV
channeh :greater variationsr cause r€c-eption faults

length of a dipole in the real world is first found
by formula (2) and then adjusted longer or
shorter to compensate for the 'loading effects' of
nearby objects or because of the format of its
construction.

We call this calculated, then compensated
dimension the'feta4n4[_]ensth' because a signal
operating at the antenna's resonant liequency
will collect (or be absorbed) along the length of
the antenna such that exact$ 180 degrees of
electrical'field'will flow in the antenna's length.
This places a'current maximum' at the centre of
the antenna and your objective is to maximise
the current (flow) at the transition from the
antenna to the transmission line. Remember, it
is signal current across the 75 (or 300) ohm
impedance of your transmission line that you
are after tbr your recei\,'er.

A dipole for 45.25 MHz is one length; a
dipole for 50.750 I\'IHz is another length. We
hal'e two different frequencies, therefore two
different 'resonant lengths'for the video carrier
and the audio carrier on channel 1. Logic
should tell you that a dipole made resonant for

2 / Dipole length in metres equals 149.9 divided by
operating frequency rn megahertz; i.e., at charurel 4
(175.25 MHz) dipole is 149.9/175.25 : 0.855 metres.



45.25 will offer degraded performance at
50.75. and vice versa. If you design. erect and
connect up a dipole cut for 45.25 MHz" you
can expect less than resonant dipole
performance at 50.75 MHz.

This difference in frequency has plagued TV
antenna designers from the dawning of
broadcast television. Do you want an antenna
that is optimised for the picture carrier or
optimised for the audio carrier? If you select
video canier, your problem is compounded
because while the video carrier at 45.75 MHz is
an essential portion of the TV channel 1
transmission, it is hardty the only portion. Recall
that TV channel one also transmits important,
receiver-used 'vestigial sideband' picture
inlbrmation below 45.75 I\{F{z (actualty down
more than 1 I\,IHz lower to below 44.25 A,{Hz)
and equally important picture information
between 45.25 and approximately 50.250 MHz.

Thus a dipole resonate at 45.25 NitFIz must
also be responsive to transmitted energ,'in the
region of 44.25 through 45.25 all the way up to
50.25 N,IHz for the picture portion of the
transmission; plus, the sound carrier enerry at
50.7s.

Consider these 'free-space' dipole lengths for
four different points within the tiequency range
of 44.25 to 50.25 MHz:

44.25MH2:3.386 metres
41 .25 \LHz : 3.171 metres
49.25MH2:3.043 metres
50.25 MHz: 2.9E2 metres

Now consider the difference in dipole length
between the video carrier and the audio carrier
at TV channel 1:

4-5.2-5 NIHz: 3.312 metres
50.75 N{Hz: 2.953 metres

The length of these two dipoles, each cut or
adjusted for one of the two carrier frequencies,
differs by 0.359 metres (14.14 inches).
Common sense should tell you this is a quite
dramatic 'mismatch'in lengths; a dipole cut for
peak perforrnance on one of these two carrier
frequencies cannot be expected to produce peak
performance on the other.

To a similar or lesser degree, any 'single ch-
annel' TV antenna design faces this 'peak

performance' trade-off problem. However, most
consumer grade TV antennas are not designed
for nor advertised as 'single channel' antennas;
rather they attempt to cover ser,'eral channels.
even All Channels, simultaneously.

A simplistic 'dipole' antenna is seldom
adequate for home TV reception. There are two
reasons for this statement:

#1) A dipole responds to signals arriving at
right or perpendicular angles to its orientation
and is therefore susceptible to signals arrir,ing
from a direction opposite (180 degrees away
from) the desired srgnal as well as the desired
srgnal.

#2) The dipole's 'gain' or signal capturing
abiliry* can be increased with the placement of
proper$ designed and positioned 'support

elements'.
A dipole with additional 'passive' (i.e., not

electrically connected to the transmission line)
elements is known as an'antenna system.'

The tlpical consumer television (or, FM)
receiving antenna 'system' consists of one or
more dipoles mounted on a support boom
enhanced by one or more additional 'passir,'e

elements.'

DIPOLE LENGTH Vs; FREQUENCY

3.312 metres

F T
2.e53 mefres 

I
VIDEO/45.25 MHz AUDIO/ 50.75
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INTERACTION
Calculations for dipole-length versus operat-

ing frequency begrr with a formula. The initial
assumption is that the 112 wavelength long
dipole antenna will be mounted in something
called 'free space.' The length of a free space
mounted dipole is:

i49.9
[ = ------

f (frequency in megahertz)

Thus a dipole tbr 45.25 MHz would be 149.9
divided by 45.25 or 3.313 metres.

Unfortunately 'frgg space' is a convenient
mathematical model seldom (if ever) realised in
practice. Two factors in the 'real world' affect
the actual dipole length.

#1) The size or diameter of the material used
to construct the dipole. Aluminium tubing is a
common material and 3/8" (10mm) is a
common tubing diameter. A dipole constructed
from #12 wire will be longer than a dipole
constructed from 3i'8" tubing. The larger the
diameter of the material used for the resonant
dipole element(s), the shorter the actual element
becomes at a stated frequency. Number 12
wire, at 45 megahertz for example, will produce
a dipole that is 20,6 shorter in actual length than
a dipole made with #30 (smaller diameter) wire.
1i'2" (13mm) tubing used for a dipole at 100
I\{FIz (band m i FM broadcast) results in a
resonant dipole that is approximately 5o,,'o

Frequency Free Space 1Omm
tubing

6mm
tubing

45.25 MHz 3.313m ( 'x ').967 ('x').97

67.15 2.213m 0.e6(2) 0.e6(5)
115.25 0.855m o a5/5\ 0.96t 0)

229.75 0.653m 0.e5(2) 0.95(-5)

519.25 0.289m 0.e3(5) 0.94(8)

804.75 0.186m 0.e2(4) 0.e3(5)

DIPOLE lengfh shortens as a firnchon of element
diameter vs. frequency; reduce by number shown

shorter than the same dipole made with #12
wire. Thus as the frequency increases. the
element diameter has a proportionately greater
effect on the length of the dipole(s). These
effects are well known and scaling of dipole
lengths versus element diameter for a given
frequency is quite straight forward (see table).

#2) A dipole (or anterura system) mounted 3
metres above a comrgated steel roof is not the
same as mounting the anterma in 'free space.'
The term free space implies that nothing in the
physical proximiqv of the anterura has the abilitv
to 'detune' the antenna. An expanse of metal
roof_, or the proximity of the ground (earth), the
metallic content in near by power lines or even
the water content in nearby trees all have a
'loading'(tuning) effect on the dipole and other
antenna elements. These adverse effects are
well known, but dfficult to determine at a
specific site when you are installing an antenna
for a customer. At the very least, we do know
that unless an antenna system is well elevated
above metallic roofs, andr'or ground, the
antenna's 'pattern' or response will be modffied
by these'loading effects.'

Dipole length, then, must first be calculated
based upon the frequency, then modified by the
diameter of the material used for construction.

PATTERN vs. ELEMENTS
A dipole's sursithiry to signals approaching at

both right angles (perpendicular to the element)
is generalty considered a correctable det-ect in
dipole performance. Anterma designers begn
this correction process by adding a second
passive (not electrically connected) element to
the dipole; the reflector.

With fine tuning, the dipole has a final
electrical length. When this element is placed in
the air and rotated such that the desired srgnal
on the proper frequency arrives from a
right,'perpendicular angle, the slgnal I'oltage
received is maximised. The dipole performs at
peak effrciency because it's length is precisely
that required lbr ll2 electrical cycle at the
operating frequency to 'flow' on the element
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thus creating a signal 'peak' or maximum at the
centre of the element. We extract this signal. to
the transmission line, by 'breaking'the element
in two (resulting in tw'o, equal, 1/4 wavelength
long sections) and connecting our two-nire
transmission line across this 'break.' The
maximised srgnal collected by the dipole then
'flows' into and down the transmission line to
the receiver below with the impedance of the
transmission line acting as a load' on the
antenna terminals.

In practical terms a dipole that is too long, or
too short, for the operating frequency still
collects some signal voltage at the break in the
centre, but the amount of signal intercepted is
lower than you would have with a 'resonant'

dipole.

A dipole has a resonant frequency versus
'gain' plot similar to that shown here. Note the
dipole manages to function better below its
design frequency than above the design
frequency. The practical effect of this is a
dipole constructed for 45,25 MHz will perform
bener at 44.25 than it will at 46.25. This
degradation in pertbrmance increases nearly
twice as rapidly above the design frequency as it
does below the design frequency. This can be a
useful characteristic when designing an antenna
system; i.e., with two or more 'antenna

elements.'

A reflector is a passive element added to the
antenna to discourage the dipole from
responding to signals that enter the dipole after
first passing through or across the newly added
reflector. 'Reflector' suggests its purpose; it
literalty'reflects' energ,'.

By spacing a reflector parallel to the dipole at
some calculated distance 'behind' the dipole,
and supported by the antenna's boom, we create
a barrier to signals coming towards the dipole
through the reflector, A reflector is purposefulhy-
cut longer' in length than the dipole proper?
gving it a lower 'resonant frequency' than the
dipole proper. Recalling how the performance
of the dipole falls off abor,e the resonant
frequency more rapidly than below the resonant
frequency, you can see that a reflector that is
'too long' to be a dipole at the design frequency
will 'cut off or reject frequencies above its own
resonant frequency.

A reflector added to a dipole, then. serves two
pu{poses:

#1) It reflects (cancels) enerry on the same
channel (fiequency) arriving through the
retlector. We call the reflector end the'rear' (or
back) ofthe antenna.

#2) kr the process of cancelling enerry that
would flow to the dipole from the rear the
apparent 'gain' (signal recovery) tiom the
opposite direction (front) of the antenna
increases.
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The amount of signal 'gain' varies as a
function of the 'spacing' between the reflector
and the dipole, and also depends upon the
length of the reflector. In the best case where
the spacing and reflector length are optimised
for gain this 'two element antenna'w'ill produce
as much as 5.0 dB more srgnal than a simple
dipole.

An antenna's sensitivif (i.e., gain) in various
directions is plotted on a piece of paper to
reveal a'paffem'for the antenna. The pattern of
a dipole is roughly like a figure '8,' equal in hvo
directions, both at right (perpendicular) angles
to the dipole element. The paffern of a two
element'beam' antenna is more like the number
'0' but in this case the '0' represents half of the
'8' as shown here.

The bad news is that the paffern and gain are
only found at the antenna system's resonant
fiequency; 45.25 MHz in our example. At

frequencies other than 45.25 MHz the gain is
low'er than at the optimised frequency, and the
pattern becomes quite 'cluttered' with often
unpredictable side lobes shooting out from the
dipole at undesirable points. A two-element
channel 2 yag would have differing amounts of
gain. different patterns at 49.25 or 50,75 MHz
than at 45.25 N,,IHz. In other words, a
two-element channel 1 yag will perform with
different efficiency and paffern rvithin T\,r
charurel l's 7 \Mz bandwidth. And the
difference in performance can be quite dramatic
between the video carrier frequency (45.75
MHz) and the aural carrier frequency (50.75
N,{Hz). It is not uncommon to have a channel 1
antenna that produces 'uneven response'
through the charmel and the result is one or
more of the following:

a) \&'hen pointing the antenna at the
transmitter to peak the received signal. if using a
field strength meter, the antenna orientation is
in one position for the best video carrier srgnal
ler,el, in a direction perhaps 30 degrees different
for the best aural carrier level.

b) The performance at the three most easily
measured sub-frequency-spots within the
channel seems different; strong picture, weak
colour, weaker sound or any combination of
these level changes.
ANTENI{A IMPEDANCE

Exkacting the enerry from the dipole element
can be triclry. Experience teaches us that a pure

47.5 MHz 50:75 N{Hz
j t
t ,

l i t l

EFFECTS OF FREQUENCY
ON DIPOLE + REtr'LECTOR
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resonant dipole suspended in that mythical 'free

space' will have a 'feed impedance' of around 70
ohms. To collect all of the dipole's collected
enerry and carry it to the receiver through a
length of transmission cable, the impedance of
the dipole must match (be the same as) the
impedance of the transmission line. Early 72
ohm parallel conductor (twinlead, not coaxial
cable) line was created lbr this purpose. By
knor'ving the impedance of the dipole element
ear$ transmission line developers then created a
line of the same impedance.

Unfortunately a dipole is seldom if ever 'in

free space' and the actual impedance of the
dipole element will change because of the
'loading effects' of nearby solid surfaces. The
earth is a solid surface and so too would be a
comrgated metal roof below the dipole. In most
cases these solid surfaces cause the impedance
of the antenna to go lower (less than the free
space 70 ohms). If you knew exactty how much
low-er. and. could then create a new
transmission line of the new value, everything
would furn out fine (i.e., you'd not leave any
srgnal behind' at the antenna).

Making custom transmission line for each
installation is hardly an option. A better option
is to leave the transmission line ar some
standardised value (such as 75 ohms) and then
create some method of electricalll' 'matching'

the wandering antenna impedance to the fixed
transmission line impedance. Ideally you would
be able to measure the actual impedance of
each antenna after it is installed. and then create
a new antenna to transmission line 'matching

system'to correct for the installed antema's 'real

impedance' such that all of the collected srgnal
enerry would be coupled to the transmission
line. Even that is not practical and in the real
world we are forced to accept certain
assumptions for each antenna tlpe wo elect to
use.

'.A,ntenna mismatch' occurs when the impe-
dance of the transmission line does not match
(is not the same as) the impedance of the
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antenna. Msmatch (measured as SWR
standing n'ave ratio, VSWR or by'return loss')
is undesirable since a mismatch between the
dipole portion of an antenna and the
transmission line literally 'leaves srgnal behind:'
antenna collected enerry that never finds its
way into the transmission line. Logic suggests
that if you have gone to some effort to collect
the srgnal (the antenna), overlooking the
transition (match) between anternn and
transmission line is pretty careless. Signal
collected by an efficient antenna, and left at the
antenna because of mismatch, is a waste of an
efficient antenna. An antenna that collects
1,000 microvolts of signal but leaves 500 (6
dB) of those microvolts behind because of
antenna to transmission line mismatch will
produce no bstter pictures than an anterura that
produces on$' 500 micror,nlts of signal but
matches all of it to the transmission line. Yet the
first antenria has 6 dB 'more gain' than the
second. A higher gain antenna does not
autcmaticalh produce a higher grade of
customer picture if the transition from antenna
to transmission line is imperfect.

AS ANTENNA SIZE GROWS
If a two-element antenna is capable of up to

5.0 dB of 'gain' (reference a dipole alone), how
much more gain can be produced with say a 3
element antenna? The answer is not 5 dB times
2 (10 dB).

Antenna gain increases as a logarithmic
function of something called 'antenna capture



area'. One widely held rule of thumb is that
when you "double the size of the antenna
capture area, you double the (voltage) gain."
Remember that the decibel scale is itself a log
scale; a 3 dB increase in srgnal 'u'oltage is not
double signal voltage.

Three elements represents 50026 more
'capture area' (i.e.. area of antenna exposed to
the incoming wavefront) than two elements.
This would be a good time to point out that
rvhen you add the first element to a dipole (the
reflector). for a number of reasons unimportant
to this discussion, the gain does increase by
more than 3 dB. This is the first, and last time
you will enjoy this increase. After the second
element additional gain comes with increasing
difficul{; and, more complex antenna design
side effects.

If the second element added to a dipole-alone
antenna is longer, and is called a reflector,
adding a second reflector does not seem like a
good use of resources. The most efficient,
productive use of a third 'element' is to position
it in front of the dipole. If we made it as long as
or longer than the dipole, it would block srgnal
liom the dipole. But if we make it slightly
shorter than the dipole. This is the same as
raising its resonant frequency. An example of a
three element antenna (we call it a 'Yagi-Uda'

after its twin Japanese creators from the late
1920s) mrght be elements that have been'cut'to
be resonant as fbllows. for use within TV
charmel 1:

Rear Element - reflector - resonant at 44.25l'dH2
Middle Element - drpole - resonant at47.25n/.IJz
Front Element - 'director' - resonant at 50.25 MHz

Let's convert these resonant lengths to lengths
of Il2"ll}mm diameter tubine.

Rear Element - reflector: 3.219 metres
Middle Element - dipole: 3.014 metres

Front Element - 'director'-: 2.834 metres
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AND SHARPENS FORWARD PATTERN
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The third element is called a'director'because
it directs the flow- of signal to the dipole. It is
shorter than the dipole because it must not
block the signal from the dipole. The director is
similar to a lens in a camera; it helps 'focus'

incoming srgnal to the dipole.

The addition of a director to the prior-existing
dipole + reflector inoreases the antenna's gain.
In the r,.ery best case the added gain with the
added director will be 2.1 dB; a total gain for
the three element antenna now of 5.0 dB
(dipole + reflector) plus 2.1 dB (+ director) or
7.1 dB.

BROAD SPECTRTM GAIN
The'Yagi-Uda' antenna (commonly called by

only the name of the first developerl Yagi) is a
relatively narrow-band device. Gain is a
function of antenna bandwidth. To achieve the
maximum theoretical gain of 7.I dB the
reflector, the dipole, and the director would be
optimised for 45.25 NtlHz. Unfortunately, by
optimising each of the three elements for this
single frequency. the gain above and below the
optimised tiequency deteriorates far more
rapidly than it would for a dipole alone designed
for 45.25 MHz. This is called the 'Q'

(selectiviry) of an antenna.
Antenna 'Q' is desirable for some applica-

tions. Television reception is not one of these
applications One of the most commonly used



'source-books' for antenna design are the
various amateur radio refbrences such as the
ARRL Handbook. There, formulae for 2,3,4 -
up to 20 yag element - antennas are given. If
you fbllow these formulae, plugging in the
appropriate TV channel frequency such as
45.25 for channel 1 or 724.25 for channel 11,
the best you can hope tbr is high gain at the
design frequency.

Antenna 'Q' is a function of overall
bandwidth. Our objective at channel 1 is to
har.'e an antenna that produces essentially 'flat'

(meaning the same amount of) gain across the
spectrum 44.25 to 50.75 MHz; 6.5 IVIHz of
bandwidth. Designing an antenna that has 7.1
dB of gain, plus or minus say 1 dB, betw-een
44.25 and 50.75 MHz is a f-ar different
challenge than designing an antenna for 7.1 dB
of gain at 45.25, or, 47.?5 or any other 'spot

fiequenc-v'within the channel 1 TV bandwidth.
A properly designed channel I antenna

should cover 6.5 MHz of bandwidth. In the
antenna design world, it is convenient to
measure antenna design as a 'pelqend 

e{-
bandwidth.' To find this number, divide the
bandwidth required (6.5 MHz) by the centre
operating frequency of the charmel (47.5 being
the centre frequency for TV channel 1). The
'percent of bandwidth' for TV channel I is
therefore 13.68%. This means our antenna
must have 'flat gain' (defined as the same gain,
+l- I dB) over a bandwidth equal to 13.6801o of
its centre frequency.

Just for comparison, consider an antenna for
TV channel 11 where 6.5 MHz is still our

REQUIRED o/o OF BANDWIDTH
AFFECTS ANTENNA 'Q'

44.25 47.5 50.75 226.3
CHANNEL: I  11

€
A

I
I

'desired antenna bandwidth' but the centre
frequency is now 226.5 MHz. Now the percent
of bandwidth is 2.87alo (i.e., 6.5 MHz as a
percent of the centre fiequency of 226.5 MHz).

,A,ntenna 'Q' narrows bandwidth; as the
designer adds additional elements to the anterura
design, the 'Q' (selectivitvl of the anterura
increases. In other words, as you add elements
to increase the gain of the antenna, each added
element narrows the antenna's fiequency range
coverage. The anterma designer after gain is
constrained from adding elements to his
antenna to increase gain because the bandpass
(range of frequencies) covered by the anterura
becomes significant$ limited with the addition
of elements.

Amateur radio antennas, from amateur radio
design books, typically are satisfactory for their
purpose if they cover a bandpass of 500
kilohertz (1/2 megahefiz) at say 50 NrtrIz, or
144 l\rlFlz, or 220 N{FIz. These designs are
totally unsuited for TV performance where as
an absolute minimum you must have flat gain
(bandwidth) over a 5.5 MHz passband (the
space from the video carrier frequency to the
aural carrier frequency), and because of the
important information (enerry) content in the
lower r,'estigial r,ideo sideband, more idealb.the
antenna is also responsive to I 1\GIz below the
video carrier frequency. This means a passband
of 6.5IvIHz.

So a 'caveat.' Those who have taken the
readi$ available amateur handbook antenna
designs. which are often superb for their narrow
banded purposes, and found them lacking for
TV purposes, perhaps now understand why one
cannot simply take an antenna designed for 144
MHz and 'scale' (adjust) each element up to say
215.25 MHz for TV channel 9. If the scaling is
perfect in implementation. you end up with an
antenna that has very high gain on the design
frequency (215.25 MHz lbr example), and very
poor gain higher in the TV channel (such as
where the colour sub-carrier or audio
sub-carrier reside).
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INSIDE-OUT BANDPASS FILTER
A T\'r antenna is very similar in electrical

function to a bandpass filter. Each element of
the anterura 'passes' (processes) a relatively
naffow range of frequencies. A TV set's i.f.
(intermediate frequency) amplifier stages
stagger-tunes the individual tuned circuits such
that the sum of the stagger tuned circuits is the
desired bandw-idth for the TV video (or audio)
carriers. Selectivity comes from 'summing' the
combined effects of each i.f. stage tuned circuit;
no single tuned-circuit properly covers the
entire passband nor creates the desired adjacent
channel selectivity.

The TV anterura is a very similar device;
individual elements, each with a resonant
frequency which they pass most efticiently, are
stagger tuned through a series of elements to
create a'gain passband'for the antenna.

The 'trick' is to maintain a flatness of pass-
band, between the individual elements as they
rvork in support of one another, such that the
dipole element sees a ranse qf frequencies
rather than simply the single frequency for
which it has been made resonant.

LIMITATIONS OF THE YAGI
The most common New Zealan4 f\i yagi is a

five element antenna with one reflector, one
dipole and three directors. A popular variation
has one retlector, two dipoles and trvo directors.

The Yagi was created n 1929 in Japan.
Variations. impror,ements, and modifications

have been constantly offered since that time. In
the ensuing 65 years the original mathematical
basis for the yagr has not been superseded by
any new discoverv. All designs start fiom the
original work, none obtain better results today
that Dr. Yagr orignally did in 1929. Few
objects in electronics can make that same claim.

No matter how hard you try or how you vary
the element lengths or spacings between
elements, the yagr remains a 'narrow band'
antenna. As you increase its gain by increasing
the number of elements, the bandwidth of the
antenna naffows fuither. There is no changing
this fact. And claims to the contrary are
immediately suspect. To broaden the bandwidth
of a yagi you must compromise the gain and the
greater the broad banding the lower the gain
becomes for any specific frequency within the
'passband.'

Percent of bandwidth for a yagr is a function
of the number of elements. If your objective is
to achieve maximum performance over a range
of frequencies, gaim +l- 3 dB of maximum in
the best case will not exceed ths followins:

2 element vagi - 6% of bandwidth
3 element )ragi - 5.59i, of bandwidth

4 element )'agr - 5.092o of bandwidth (*)
5 element yasi - 4.59i, of bandwidth (x)
8 element yagi - 4.Ao/o of bandwidth (*)

l0 element vagi - 3.5% of bandwidth (*)
* - This assumes a single drpole, not twin drpoles for

the driven element'feed'

Translated to megahertz bandwidth:
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At (frequency) 67o
47.5IUHz 2.85
64.5 MHz 3.87
1??.,5 N,fHz 10.65
226 ,s NIHz 13 59

SVo 4o/o 3Vo
2.38 1.90 1.43
3.23 2.58 1.94
8.88 7.10 ,5.33

11.38  9  10  6 .83

What this tells us about yagi-design antennas
is that no matter how hard the designer tries, he
can not stretch the gain-bandwidth of a 4
element yagt on TV channel one such that it
will exceed a bandwidth of 2.38 MHz. If the
antenna is designed with 45.25 \,IHz at the
'bottom end' of the resonant spectrum, the top
end will be 45.25 plus 2.38 MHz or located at
47.60 MHz. This means ever-lthing above
47.60 MHz will have gain that is more than 3
dB below the average gain within the 2.38 MHz
wide 'passband'. In the real world, the gain is
likely to be 5 to 6 dB below the gain inside of
the 2.38 MHz passband by the time we arrive at
the aural carrier frequency of 50.750 MHz.
Futhermore, at the region of the colour
subcarrier frequency just below 50 MHz, the
gain is likely to be at least 4 dB below the gain
in the passband region. Washed out colour,
weak audio on a cornmercial grade channel 1
anterura is a given, if the antenna is designed to
include the visual carrier tiequency (45.25
N,ftIz) nithin its 'flat gain passband area.'

You can have gain. OL ],ou can have
bandwidth with a )'agi. You cannot hale both
simultaneously.

On the other hand, let's take a five element
yagr that is sold for 'Band m TV'reception. In
the very best case it will have a 'flaf

gain-bandwidth equal to 4.5ozo of the centre
operating frequency. Band Itr runs from 174 to
230 MHz; the centre frequency is therefore 202
MHz. If we design an antenna such that 202
MHz falls in the centre of our design passband,
and the antenna has five elements. under the
most skilfirl combination of element lengths and
spacings we can anticipate a maximised gain of
7 to 8 dB with a +/- (1 dB) gain flatness over
4.5o/o of the centre of bandwidth frequencl,.
That works out to 9.09 MHz.
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175.25

5 ELEMENT BAND III YAGI RESPONSE - 202
MHz TTDESIGN CENTRE" FOR ANTENNA

With 202 hIIIz as a centre, the flat gain
portion will extend from 197.41 to 2A6.59
MHz. Because a yag tends to work better
below the design frequency than above, you can
reasonably anticipate an antenna designed for

202 \,,EIz as a (band III) centre frequency will
have less performance degradation at the
bottom end of band Itr (174 \,fr12) than at the
top end (230 hzlHz). If the antenna designer has
erred and designed the 'band III antenna' by
using TV channel 4 (174-181 N,trIz) as the
'centre liequency' the antenna's performance at
the top end (230 MHz) will be significantly
degraded. We dissect a pair of popular
fir,'e-element band Itr.vagis separately here.

All of this simp$ means that you cannot
design a multiple element yagi antenna for
maximum gain and also get the gain bandwidth
required for anv" band I TV channel. It simply
carurot be done and therefore all consumer yagl
TV antennas sold compromise some portion of
the in-channel or in-band spectrum by
attempting to pror,ide performance over a wider
bandwidth than Dr. Yagi ever intended for his
antennas. It was true in 1929:. it is true today.



DOTTBLE DIPOLE YAGI
Astute readers will wonder why you cannot

simpty keep staggering the length of yagi
passive (reflector, director) antenna elements to
create any bandwidth you wish. A fair question,

The dipole is the problem. \t'hile you can
stagger eight directors such that they cover a
liequency spread of perhaps 56 MHz (although
not very well since that means one director for
each 7 MHz and we know. from our dipole
discussion that no vagi element alone has res-
onance over a 7 MHz bandwidth at band Itr),
there is nothing you can do with the dipole
element to force it to respond equalty to signals
at 175.25 NIHz (channel 4) and 224.25 \"&tz
(channel 11). A dipole has its ow-n resonance,
and staggering the directors out fiont will not
change that resonance (materially.). So sooner
or later, as you continue to try stretching the
bandwidth of the antsnna b5, staggering director
elements, the failure of the dipole to be resonant
past a certain frequency will severely limit the
performance of the antenna.

One solution to this, first introduced in 1949
in North America and Europe, is to double the
number of dipoles; each designed to resonate in
a different portion of the spectrum. Let's take
channel 1 as our worst case example (because
the percent of bandwidth required at 47.5 I\{Hz
represents 13.680/o and is the largest percent of
bandwidth of any channel).

A single dipole four element antenna fbr
channel 1 will in the best case cover 2.38 MHz
or just under 37o/o af the channel. A designer
can 'move' that 37oto about within the channel to

attempt to blur' the shortage of bandwidth
covered but cannot correct the basic problem.
IVIost designers place the gain-bandwidth flat
portion in mid-channel, rolling off the gain at
the .video carrier frequency. The gain at the
upper end of the charmel, where colour and
audio reside, is more 'chopped off than'rolled
off because of the nafural response
characteristics of yagi anteruras (they are more
tolerant below the design frequency than
above).

With twin-dipoles you cut one to a length that
is low in the channel, the second to a higher
point w'ithin the charurel. But the rules of
bandwidth limiting still apply such that now we
hale the 'sum' of two separate (but connected
together) dipoles determining the overall
channel response of the antenna. As a workable
rule of thumb. it is fair to assume the new'
'gain-bandwidth' product will, in the best case,
be twice as wide with traro dipoles as with one.
This assum€s the two dipoles resonate at
frequencies which are no less than two times
the gain bandwidth removed from each other.

Putting numbers to this:
Reflector - 41.25 MHz:3.219m
Dipole #l - 45.50 MHz:3.130m
Dipole #2 - 50.20 MHz:2.831m
Director - 50.75 MHz: 2.806m

This produces an overlapping of individual
response curves (gain-bandwidth products)
from dipoles one and two such that just as
staggering of TV receiver i.f. adjustments
creates an i.f. passband for the receiver, the

CH.1 /S INGLEDIPOLE

45.25 MHz

CH.1 /DOUBLEDIPOLE

50.75 MHz 45.25 MHz 50.75 MHz

(Dipoles at 46.25 and 49.25)(Dipole at 47.5j
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sum of the antenna's parts is now close to 4.8
N,{F{z within the flat (+l- I dB) portion of the
curve. Dipole number one could be shifted
downward to 45.25 MHz with a very small
enhancement in the r,ideo carrier le'vel signal but
this would accentuate the nominal dip appearing
just below the middle portion of the channel.

Moving the longer dipole up in frequency to
46.25 MHz would improve the dip in the
middle, but with a loss at the video carier
tiequency of 45.25. So there are trade-ofts
which each designer must consider.

Clear$, for TV channel 1 (as well as for
channels 2 and 3) a yaei with onlv one dipole
element is a poor design choice.

Taking this same approach to band III, where
percent of bandwidth is a lesser (but still
challenging) problem, the five element band Itr
yagi design seen throughout New Zealandis our
focal point.

A five element yagi with a single dipole has a
4.5orc gain-bandwidth; best case. This amounts
to 7.89 MHz at 175.25 MHz (channel 4 video)
or 10.34 MHz at 229,75 MHz (channel 11
audio). By modit'ing the single dipole design to
a pair of dipoles, we can expect a doubling of
the gain bandwidth in the best case; 20.68 h,{FIz
at the top end of band Itr, 15.78 MHz at the
bottom end of band Itr. But band Itr is 56 I\{Hz
wide so it is apparent that even in the best case
a pair of dipoles for a band III antenna will
leave 35.32 N,{Hz (56 minus 20.68) 'outside of
the +i- 1 dB gain-bandwidth region.'

DOUBLE DIPOLE

GAIN

BAND III DOUBLE PEAKS

A
:

174 MHz
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In the real world a band Itr yag even with
twin dipoles seldom produces a flat
gain-bandwidth product across more than 2 TV
channels. Frequencies lower than the flat
portion of the product will slow$ fall offin gain
while tiequencies above the product 'window'

will be severety degraded (chopped off) as
quickly as +7 MHz (up one channel) from the
top end of the flat portion of the product. We
illustrate that here.

DIPOLE DESIGN
Although a straight (basic) dipole is a 70 ohm

impedance device, the designer can modiff the
configuration of the dipole to create an
'impedance step-up' within the dipole element.
The most cofirmon step-up is to change from a
'straight dipole' to a'folded dipole.'

A folded dipole is a form of matching
transformer. In a straight dipole the current
flow/signal maximum is at the centre of the
(split or broken in halfl dipole element. In a
'folded dipole' the current is equal$ divided
between the two (dipole) conductors.
Electrically, they are connected in 'parallel' so
the current in each haE is divided by 2. Thus
the transmission line sees half the current per-
dipole-side that it would see with a straight
dipole. But the power has not changed, only
the distribution of the current. This is the basis
for any transformer and the folded dipole is an
impedance transfbrmer which nominally steps
up the impedance of the (straighQ dipole by a
factor of 4. Thus the 70 ohm straight dipole
becomes a 280 ohm folded dipole.

'STRA.IGHT' Dipole

70 Ohms

280 Ohms

"FOLDED' Dipole



Factors affecting the impedance step-up
include the diameter of the metal tubing used to
constnrct the dipole, the spacing between the
two dipole portions, and the velocit-y factor of
the connecting transmission line.

N4ost folded dipoles are calculated for length
as:

1) 1.f9.9 dtlrded bi, dipole resonant frequency n
megahertz

2) The ans\,ver multiplied by 0.95 to include the
velocrty factor of the dipole itself (two parallel pieces of
metai tubing separated by a:r) in the final length

The folded dipole is, however, an'extension'
of the parallel transmission line; two parallel
elements of a frequency-specific length. The
transmission line connecting to the dipole (even
if only a short piece of line dangling from a 300
to 75 ohm matching transformer) has its own
velocity factor. A trruin-lead (300 ohm) tvpe of
line tvpically has a velocity factor in the region
of 82ozir (.82). Joining a piece of 300 ohm
flatline to the dipole's transmission line terminals
mates a dipole with a velocify factor of .95 with
a line of a lesser velocity factor. The result is an
undesirable 'reactance' between the two which
translates to dipole detuning and to a loss of
en€rry in the transfer process.

To compensate fbr this the dipole is adjusted,
in length, to balance out the transmission line
detuning effect. In the real rvorld the total
electrical lensth of the dipole becomes smaller
in this compensation but not simply shorter. We
illustrate here how a proper$ compensated
folded dipole appears versus a standard

FOLDED DIPOLE COMPENSATION

Free - Space ll2 Wave times 0.95

1/2 Wave times Velocity Factor
of balanced feed line
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non-compensated dipole (see page 14).
Virtually no consumer-series TV antenna
manufacturer bothers with' this compensation
since it complicates the dipole manuf-acture.

Antenna systern'loss' for a non-compensated
dipole is in the region of l2o/o of the total
antenna gain. Thus an antenna that is capable,
on paper, of 8 dB of gain may only realise a
gain of 880.6 (7.04 dB) when the dipole lacks
compensation.

It is also of interest to know that folded
dipoles may consist of more than two parallel
conductor 'element' segments. A folded or
two-segment dipole offers an impedance
step-up of 4 to 1. A three-segment dipole
configured as shown here creates an impedance
transformation of 9 to 1. \\hy this is useful will
be explained shortly.

Multi-segment dipoles (folded, tri-segment)
can also be 'fiddled'to create impedance ratios
from 2 - 16 to 1 (two segment) or 6 - 30 to 1
(three segment) by using differing diameters for
the actual dipole segments. In a folded (two
segment) dipole, as on page 14, if the tubing
diameter used for each segment has a 1:1
relationship (both segments are of same
diameter tubing) the step-up impedance ratio is
4 to 1 as prer'iously noted. However, if the ratio
of the diameter of one segment to the diameter
of the second segment is changed from 1:1 to
3:1 (such as 7MM and Zlmm tubing
diameters), and, the spacing between the two
segments is adjusted to 2.5 times the diameter
of the larger tubing (52.5mm in our example

9 TO 1 IMPEDANCE STEP-UP WITH
3 WIRE/SEGN,{ENT DIPOLE

dl = 10mm; d2 :5mm. S = 40mm

s 0
s 0

d2

d1
d2

BALANCED
FEED



IMPEDANCE

10mm diameter tubing
spaced 50 mm = 4 to 1

TRANSFORMATION AT DIPOLE

BALANCED FEED

21mm tubing (top), 7mm tubing
bottom spac-ed 52.5mm = 101o I

Impedance 10X Antenna

BALANCED FEED

numbers), the ratio of transformation becomes
10:1. Why this night be uselul will be
appafent.

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
The impedance of the antenna is first set by

the design of the dipole element. Lrnfortunately
for antenna designers" the impedance of the
dipole is not the impedance of the antenna if the
antenna includes one or more 'passive' elements
as well.

Eventually the actual impedance of the
anterura must be transformed (matched) to the
impedance of the feedline, or, en€rg/ collected
by the antenna will be Ieft behind' at the
antenna.

We know that by selecting a dipole 'design'

that includes a built-in impedance
transformation we can elevate (increase) the
apparent impedance at the dipole to virtually
any tbedline impedance we desire to match. But
what happens to the dipole as passir,'e elements
are added to the anterura? In a yagi-design
antenna the impedance of the antenna's dipole
decreases as elements are added no maffer how
the dipole is configured.. The actual impedance
of the dipole (whether it is a straight dipole or a
lblded dipole) is affected by the physical
proximity of the reflector as well as the first and
second directors. It is the spacing between the
dipole and the reflector. the dipole and the first
(and to a smaller extent. second) director which
affects (lowers) the dipole impedance. Changes
in reflector length has a minimal affect on
dipole impedance; changes in the length of the

first director can have a significant affect on
the dipole's impedance.

A straight dipole in free space rvill always
have a feed impedance of 70 ohms (+/- 3
ohms): i{ it is constructed out of wire or tubing
up to approximatety 10mm in diameter. By
using larser diameter tubing the dipole
impedance can be varied a small amount, on
design-purpose .

A folded dipole impedance will always be 280
ohms (+/- 5 ohms) if the same diameter tubing
or wire is used for both top and boffom portion
and the two ends; and if the spacing between
the top and bottom portions is uniform from
end to end and adheres to reasonable
transmission line theory.

For example, if the tubing used for the folded
dipole is 10mm in diameter the spacing ('S' in
the illustration here) should be around 52mm
centre to centre. If you were using 6mm tubing,
the spacing for a 280 ohm impedance would be
33mm centre to centre. And if using 12mm
diameter tubing, 70mm centre to centre.

FOLDED DIPOLE DIMENSIOI{S

:
|  : :  :s  |  .  , '

L=l l2  wave X .95

When all tubing is the same diameter, dipole wiil
ahrays be 280 ohms. Distance'S'varies

with tubing diameter (see text).
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N,Iost consumer grade antennas use 10mm
range aluminium tubing which means the
spacing between folded dipole parallel parts
(top portion to bottom portion) should be in the
range of 52mm for a 280 ohm dipole.

Hower,'er, when a reflector element is added to
the rear of the (folded or straight) dipole, and a
director or two are added in the front. the actual
impedance of the dipole is reduced by the load-
ing effects of the nearbv passive elements. How
much it is reduced depends upon the proximity
of the parasitic elements (i.e., reflector,
directors) to the dipole. The closer the parasitics
to the dipole, the lower the dipole's impedance.
In other words, a 70 ohm straight rlipole or a
280 ohm folded dipole, when boxed in with
parasitic elements, has a brand new'(lower) feed
impedance. Thus an antenna with a 280 ohm
folded dipole, designed to near-match a 300
ohm transmission line, no longer does so when
parasitic elements are added.

HOW MUCH IMPEDAI\CE CTIANGE?
So you have been purchasing antennas

equipped with one or hn'o folded dipole
elements to which you connect either a 300
ohm transmission line or a 300 ohm balanced to
75 ohm unbalanced 'matching transformer.'
reasonable secure that your transmission line
was now matched to the antenna.

They will not match; it will not even come
olose to matching. In fact, you are could be
lea'"'ing as much as 75o/o of the antenna
captured srgnal right up there at the antenna
terminals. Ouch.

When an antenna designer varies the distance
(spacing) between the reflector and the dipole,
or the spacing between the dipole and the first
(and second) directors. this causes the
impedance of the antenna to change. \Vhen the
designer adjusts the length of the first director,
this causes fuither chanses in the antenna's

AIMCO Model (number) 5i4-11 BAND III YAGI

This basic'yagi has a single dipole resonant at 179.2 MHz. The dipole. a 280 ohm design, is
'inductive' at channels 6 to 11 and users should try several matching transformers (to feed with 75

ohm line) before settling on a final choice. The 'right choice' can produce 3 dB more signal
(especially at channels 4-5, 8-11) than the 'wrong' transformer choice. The actual antenna impe-

dance varies with channel (frequency) from 120 to 190 ohms. For gain. see chart on page 34.
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impedance. A
maximum sain

antenna designed for
never have optimum

impedance match over a wide gain-bandwidth;
the two do not occur simultaneously.

In the best case, w'here the reflector and
director to dipole spacing is optimised for match
(i.e., flatest possible match to the dipole's
original design impedance), the dipole will be
7lo/o of its original impedance value. In the
worst case, lvhere the antenna reflector and first
director have been adjusted not lbr best match
but rather for best antenna gain the impedance
of the dipole will be 14% of its originalvalue.

Give some thought to those numbers.
Fourteen percent of 70 ohms is 10 ohms; 719,,6
is 50 ohms. Fourteen percent of 280 ohms is 39
ohms: 71% is 199 ohms.

It becomes more complicated. N{ismatch
means the impedances are not equal. In the
process of begin unequal, there will also be
either capacitance (as is found in a capacitor) or
inductance (as found in an inductor) at the
dipole. The presence of this added capacitance
andtor inductance fuither degrades the transfer
of enerry from the dipole to the (mismatched)
transmission line and changes with frequency.

Bottom line: No TV antenna using a folded
dipole feed element in an antema with 2 or
more elements has a 280 ohm impedance; or,
matches (even loosety) a 300 ohm line or the
300 ohm side of a 300/75 ohm matching
transfbrmer. No antenna. There are no excep-
tions to this. \Vhen you use such antenna
designs, you are leaving from 20 to 75o/o of the
antenna capfured signal'up on the roof.'

CORRECTING DIPOLE N,IISNI{TCH
If we knew, or could compute, the actual

impedance of an antenna design (based upon
element sizes, element spacings, element
lengths), then we could in turn create a dipole
with the ability to 'match' the antenna's
impedance to the transmission line impedance.

Specialised computer programmes exist to make
these calculations: before these programmes
there was literally no way to do it with a hand
calculator and scratch paper. As an example,
one of the programmes we used to research this
matErial performed 7,A97 separate mathematical
calculations just to compare the difference in
performance for a 4 element channel I yag
when we asked the programme to change the
frequency of the smaller dipole from 46.75 to
48.25 MHz. You can see how tedious
pre-computer designing actually rvas, and why
many designers were more comfortable simply
cutting up tubing and building models.

If we are starting off with a 300 ohm
transmission line (or, alternately, a 300 ohm
side on a 300175 ohm matching transformer).
and will design a dipole that matches this 300
ohm'load', where do we begin?

First we toss out the folded dipole that uses
identical diameter tubing or wire for both halr,es
of the anterma; that is mostly a 280 ohm device
and we know our final antenna is not a 280
ohm antenna.

But the design is good; it only needs some
modification. Recall that if the two halves of the
folded dipole are constructed from differinq
sizes of (tubing) material, the ratio of the two
diameters will create a new value impedance
transformer within the dipole.

In the worst case we can image, the yagr
antenna has a feed impedance of 30 ohms with
a 280 ohm folded dipole. The ratio between 30
ohms and 300 ohms is 10 to 1; the dipole needs
to'step-up'the 30 ohm impedance to 300 ohms
for the feedline corurection (line or matching
transformer). The highest step up we can create
by varying the diameters with a 'two-wire

dipole' (the standard folded dipole fbrm) is 16
to 1. What you will have is a system that turns
the 30 ohm feed impedance at the dipole
'position' into a 300 ohm output from the
two-'wire' (tubing)-dipole ready for either form
of 300 ohm connection.

Now ccnsider a more reasonable step-up
ratio; from 120 ohms to 300 ohms. Nrlanv of the

yag.
will
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CORRECTII\G t,OW.In. PEDAI..\CE VAGI FOR 30O OIIM FEED

30 OHM YAGI to 300 OHM LINE

S : C t o C

BALANCED FEED

Ratio of diameter of d2 to d1 is 3 to I for
10 to 1 impedance transformation when:

d2 = 21mm, d1 = 7mm and spacing S is 27mm
d2 = 28mm, d1 - 9mm and spacing S is 36mm
d2 =30mm, dl = 10mm, spacing S is 39mm

s t
Y

120 OHM YAGI to 300 OHM LINE

S : C t o

BALANCED F'EED

Ratio of diameter of d2 to dl is .4 to 1 for
2.5 to I impedance transformation when:

d2 = Smm, dl = 15mm and spacing S is 15mm
d2= 8mm, d1 = 20mm and spacing S is 25mm
d2=10mm, dl = 25mm and spacing S is 50mm

5 element yagt designs sold as consumer
antennas have a real world feed impedance that
is around 120 ohms. To 300 ohms, this is a 2.5
to I transfbrmation. Here a two-wire
(tubing)-dipole with a ratio of boom-mount
dipole elernent tubing to under-boom tubing of
0.4 will do what we want done. We illustrate
that here; note that for each ratio of tubing size
between the two 'halves' of the dipole there is
an appropriate centre-to-centre spacing between
the two dipole halves. Smaller centre-to-centre
spacings require smaller tubing to tubing
diameter ratio(s) and the particular tubing
size(s) chosen for this example is based upon
reasonably available tubing; other size ratios will
also create the same desired transformation.

Before leaving this subject, ask yourself this
question:

"Why do we want a 300 ohm antenna match
at all?"

The original intent was to 'match' 300 ohm
transmission lines; flat, parallel conductor
'twinlead.' Why worry about transforming a 30
ohm feed impedance on a yagi to 300 ohms
when we then tum around and rematch it in a
lossy balun' to 75 ohms for a coaxial cable
transmission line? If you answer that you still
use 300 ohm flatline in your installations,
shame. Thafs 25 year old technolory!

The antennas you install routinely use a 75
ohm coaxial downlead. Therefore, the antenna
fbed impedance should be designed for 75 ohm

30 OHMS to 75 OHMS
This is a step-up of 2.5 to l. Surprise;

the dipole design shown above (right) for
120 ohms to 300 ohms is the exact one

you also need for 30 ohms to 75 ohms.
120 OHMS to 75 OHMS

Here's our'quick' solution (see photo to
right). Install a Lincrad 1 to 1 balun in
place of the normal (wrong) 300 / 75.
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match, not 300 ohm match. This means the
dipole element or elements should be somehow
configured to be in the 75 ohm region after
allowing for the loading effects of the parasitic
elements. From the property' designed 75 ohm
dipole, match to the 75 ohm transmission line is
a simple balanced (the dipole) to unbalanced
(the transmission line) "matching transformer."
Quite accidentally, some of the consumer
antennas now being sold are close to this value
already.

COMBII\ING DIPOLES
Two dipoles. mounted on the same boom,

resonated to a pair of frequencies within the
same channel (such as channels 1,2 or 3) or
same band (such as band Itr). must be joined
together to 'sum' their respective resonance
developed srgnal voltages. If the designer has
selected lblded dipoles, using uniform tubing
diameters (such as l0mm) for the material, we
have a pair of dipoles each capable of matching
280 ohms if in free spase.

Howel'er, when the two dipoles are attached
to a boom and a reflector is placed behind one
while a director is placed in front of the second,
it is clear the impedance of neither dipole
remains 280 ohms. For an 'average'

combination of reflector and first director
lengths, and, an a\i'erage range of spacings
between the reflector and the back dipole,
between the two dipoles, and liom the front
dipole to the first director ... the feed impedance
of each dipole alone will be in the range of 120

ohms. We suggest ways fbr you to analyse an
antenna to estimate its 'real impedance'
separately here.

When the two dipoles har,e been cut to
lengths such that they represent two separate
resonant-points within the band (or channel) of
interest, they must somehow be joined together
to a common anterura fbedpoint. This is where
the transmission line will connect.

If the two dipoles were on the same resonant
frequency but different booms, and we were
'stacking' the dipoles (and the antennas they are
a part of) together, there would be a stacking
distance of ll2 wavelength (or more) at the
lowest frequency in use between the two
antennas (see Tech Bulletin 9302). Howeler,
with different resonant points (because of their
different lengths), we are not 'stacking' identical
dipoles.

Rather ws are combining to a single
transmission line two similar but different
dipoles each of which works at a different
portion of the spectrum (i.e., where it reson-
ates). So new rules apply.

The two dipoles are closely spaced (.1 to .15
of a war,elength), thus an1' chance of 'stacking'

the elements using conventional stacking
techniques is out. So rather than treating them
as tlvo dipoles that produce additive srgnal
voltages, the designer takes the opposite
approach. What you can't add, you subtract.

CROSS-CONI\ECTING
NOI{-IDENTICAL DIPOLES

Two (or more) dipoles, closely spaced
together and resonate on different
frequencies (i.e.; of different lengths) may
be connected in parallel rf the phase is
rer,ersed between dipoles. A reasonable
distance between dipoles for band Itr
would be 171mm. AIil{CO DDJ to risht.
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A section of 'transmission line,' constructed
from a sizeable diameter wire or solid bar is
cross-connected from one side of one dipole to
the opposite side of the second dipole. This
produces a phase cancellation befil'een the tw'o
dipoles and greatly reduces (does not eliminate)
any signal from the larger dipole appearing at
the terminals of the smaller dipole on the same
fiequency as the smaller dipole. However, the
individual signals, on different frequencies,
combine just fine (they add individually because
the cross phasing keeps them individual, not
allowing them to mix).

With two driven elements combined through
a section of 'phasing line' (phasing bars) in
parallel, the combined impedance of the two
dipoles should now be the resistance sum of
two identical resistors in parallel. If one dipole
alone on the antenna boom, between a reflector
and directors, is 120 ohms, two dipoles 'in

parallel' should be 12012 or 60 ohms.
Unfortunately, the dipole's impedance (120

ohms) is not the same as a simple resistance.
While resistances in parallel may be easily
calculated for a new (combined) value,
impedances in parallel can only be calculated if
you know (a) the impedance in ohms, (b) the
reactance in ohms, and, (c) the resistance in
ohms. Determining the reactance is too complex
a problem for 'field calculation' and the
resistance is not that certain either. When you
are combining more than two dipoles in parallel,
the sum of all reactances must be determined
before total impedance calculations can be
performed.

ln the end, short of precision measurement
techniques to determine the three ingredients,
calculation of actual combined impedances for
two or more dipoles in a single antenna
(system) is a laboratory, not field, problem.
When, after careful antenna design, an antenna
with hvo or more dipoles does not seem to
'match' according to plan, the fault will usually
be the unknown reactive component of the
antenna(s) changing the actual antenna
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impedance (not resistance) from your hoped-for
value.

When you cannot be certain of the antenna's
acfual impedance, the safest approach is to
assume you are dealing with pure resistances.
When two dipoles are used on the same boom
and cormected with 'lines'in parallel, the overall
feed impedance (resistance) of the antenna is
assumed to be 50o/o of what it would be with a
single dipole.

What does this do to our basic problem of
returning the impedance back to 300 ohms? It
makes life pretty complicated.

If our antenna had a single dipole and the
feed impedance of the dipole was 120 ohms
because of the loading affects of the elements
surrounding the dipole, the step-up
transformation to 300 ohms would be relatively
simple; 2.5 to 1 as previously described. The
2.5 to 1 transformation requires a dipole
designed to create an impedance of 300 ohms
from a real world dipole 'loaded impedance" of
120 ohms.

Two 120 ohm 'loaded impedance' dipoles
placed in electrical parallel produce a new
impedance of 60 ohms. The mismatch here to a
300 ohm line is r,ery considerable and as much
as half of the antenna intercepted enerry is left
'at the antenna' in the mismatch if a 300 ohm
line or 3OOl75 matching transformer is
connected to the antenna feed point.

Since we are placing in electrical parallel two
dipoles which we want to match 300 ohms after
allowing for the parallel connection, anq the
'loading effects' of the reflectoridirector
elements on the same boom, how much
'transformation' is required? What should the
dipoles be designed for?

The answer is a first-impression mind
boggling 1.400 ohms impedance (Z) each. The
calculations for that are show here.

A 1,400 ohm dipole (made by creating the
correction ratio between the solid boom mount



14OO OHM DIPOLES?
The object is to design a dipole that will,

when connected to a second dipole approxi-
matety .I war,elength away on the same
boom, when also close spaced to a reflector
and one or more directors, equal 300 ohms
feed impedance. Both dipoles start off at
1400 ohms, drop to around 700 ohms when
connected in parallel, drop fuither to 43o/o
that value when the passive elements (reflector
and directors) are added because
impedance 'loading.' In the end, a 300 ohm
feed.

half and the split below-boom half) is placed in
a physical position where the impedance of the
dipole is reduced by the loading effects of the
surrounding elements. Here we have assumed
the reduction in dipole impedance by the
'loading effects' is in the same ratio as with a
single dipole; i.e, 280 ohms becomes 120 ohms
because of the loading effects.

Our goal is 300 ohms at the terminals of the
smaller dipole (after the larger dipole has been
connected).

When two impedances in parallel must equal
300 ohms. the resistance (impedance) of both
equal dipoles must be 600 ohms (60012 = 300).
Therefore the loaded impedance of the dipoles
must be 600 ohms; and 280 is to 120 as 1,400
is to 600. The impedance of the dipoles after
the impedance transformation step must be

I4OO OHI\T DIPOLE DESIGI\

' 0
S = C t o C

In double dipoleyagis ifeach dipoleis designed
for 1400 ohms, after cross-connecting the dipoles
and surroundlng them with reflector and director

passive elements the impedance is 300 ohms.
1400 OHMS when:
d2 = 10mm, dl = 25mm, centre to centre S: 40mm

3OO OHM LINE
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1,400 ohms. Such a dipole employing 10mm
and 25mm tubing for the dipole elements is
shown here.
YAGIS: IN REVIEW

The original Yagi-Uda design antennas
introduced gain and directivitv. Nearly thirty
years after the antenna was first 'published' in
Japan antenna-mathematicians began to study
why it worked in hopes of making it rvork better
with carefully controlled design improvements.
This started a series of 'optimised yag' technical
papers in various joumals, all based upon
empirical results using cut and try techniques. It
was less than five years ago that a series of yagi
computation prograrnmes were designed for
computer use. Since that time a flurry of new
'analltical analyses' of yagr designs have been
published. The best of these progralnmes allows
the user to make onE mechanical design change
and then the programme restudies all of the
spacing, impedance, and bandwidth changes
that result. Thousands of computer calculations
result and the sheer magnitude of the
calctrlations quickly illustrates why 'cut and try'
and 'empirical' techniques of the past seldom
produced repeatable results. Now, some 65
years after the announcement of the Yagi-Uda,
the tools are available to truty understand this
often very complex antenna.

The yag anterura has been adapted by dozens
of designers into a variety of lbrmats which
attempt to challenge the antenna's most basic
limitation; percent of bandwidth coverage.
Consumer television antennas world-wide have
attempted to adapt the gain of the yagi to wide
band coverage but never quite or,ercoming the
basic limitations of the design.

A yag antenna designed and manufactured
for maximum gain and the most desirable
radiation pattern will always have a feed point
impedance that is well below the impedance of
a normal dipole. A yagr antenna designed for
maximum front to back ratio will have
compromised gain and a yagi antenna designed



lbr maximum possible bandwidth will have
neither optimum gain. nor optimum pattem.

Despite all of these limitations, the yag
remains the basic building block for more than
80o/o of all tele'uision anteruras in use today.
Getting the best in compromise perfoffnance
from a yagt is very challengng since so many of
its adjustable parameters interact with one
another. The first director forward from the
dipole element, for example, cannot merety be
sffied forw-ard and back for comparison unless
you also adjust its length, and the length of the
dipole on one side and the length of the next
director on the opposite side. Or, the spacing
of the reflector to the dipole cannot be modified
unless you are also going to change the dipole
impedance matching system.

Perhaps there are alternate answers.

FULL WAVE ANTENNAS
The basis for the yagi family of antennas

begins with the 1i/2 war,elength dipole, adjusted
slightly smaller than an electrical half-wave in
space because of the effects of the construction
materials. The basic dipole is a low impedance
antenna (i.e., 70 ohms in its straight-wirelrod
configuration) and this low impedance has a
direct bearing on bandwidth since impedance
and 'Q' (antenna selectiviylbandwidth) are
inversely related. The lower the antenna
impedance, the higher the 'Q' and therefore the
lower the bandwidth. One solution to antenna
bandwidth is to begin with a design that has a
higher impedance.

The first'gain' antennas employed for home
TV reception (IJK 1937; USA 1939) consisted
of not one but two half waves 'in phase.'
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DIPOLE -5?-

Y Y
70 OHMS

ll2 wave

LAZY H

YY l wave
100&f oHMs

ONE BAY

r i
YY

- 1200 - 1400 OHN{S

END FED 1/2 waves are commonly be-
lieved high gain.' Gain, at best, is moderate;

match can be very good.

Variations of this antenna have attracted a
number of customised design names through
the years: 'The Lazy H,' 'The &JK,' 'The End
Fire' are examples. The premise begins with an
antema configuration that by its design has a
feed impedance in the region of 1,000 ohms.
When this 'basic' antenna is modified through
the addition of extra elements (typicalty
reflectors behind the active elements) the
antenna impedance actually rises rather than
lowering as is true with a yagi. A pair of
half-war,'e elements 'in phase' backed up with a
single long reflector has a 'basic array' feed
impedance in the region of 1,200 ohms. Thus
the 'matching problem' is just the reverse of a
yagr; you match 'down' to 300 ohms rather than
trying to match 'up' to standard transmission
line.

A pair of half waves can produce as much as
4.7 dB forward gain; the equivalent of a dipole
plus reflector. A pair of half waves backed up
with a reflector can produce additional gain.

There are numerous design variations in this
'antenna f-amily' which appear similar if not
almost identical in format until vou dras out a

tape measure and check the dimensions. These
variations are not nearly as subtle as their
appearance might suggest and performance
varies wide$ with minor design changes.

#1) Half wave dipole plus reflector. In this
variation the total element length is 1/2 wave
from end to end (nq! a pair of half waves end to
end). Two or four of these antennas 'stacked'

into an array is nothing more than two (or four)
two-element yags 'stacked' and the
performance is poor for a variety of reasons.
Feed impedance is one. By having ll2 wave
'dipole' elements, the impedance of one 'bay' is
70 ohms or less (the or-less depends upon the
loading effect of the reflector behind the
dipole). When two dipole affays are stacked,
the impedance is equal to a pair of 70 ohm
resistors in parallel, or worse. With the
reflectors in place these half-wave length
stacked dipoles have a feed impedance of
around 50 ohms per bay so a pair (stacked) will
have a 25 ohm impedance. This is not a good
match for a 300 ohm line or matching
transformer. A four-bay array may have an
even lower impedance; in the region of 15
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IN TIIq, END,,,ITIS, AI,q.4BOLIT,MATqHING

$ignal Source
I

BA.LUN NO.1 BALUN NO.2

A yag with an accidental (unintended)
feed impedance in the range of 120
ohms will lose from 2.5 dB upwards

when connected to a 300 ohm matching
transformer. A 60 ohm yagr would lose
in excess of 4 dB; all because of 'match

loss.' Additional loss occurs in the
matching transformer because of poor

design. The sum of these losses can
exceed the 'gain' of the antenna!

In photo to nght, ttree forms of matching
hansformers. Far left, nght are 300/75 while

middle is Lincrad I to l. By using local off-air
signal and srgnal level meter two transformers

car be wired'back to back'to determine
relative conversion'losses' (nght).

ohms. This'low-priced-full-wave look-alike' is
an unworthy anterura. You can spot this band
Itr design quickly; the element lengths are in the
region of .8m total length, split in the middle.

#2) End fed half waves with reflector. The
total element length(s) are in the region of 1.6
metres and the gain comes from the 'in-phase'

relationship of the twin half-w.ave elements (or
full wave total length). Because the antenna is
f-ed at the 'end' of a half wavelength element
rather than the centre, the impedance of the
array is in the range of 1,000 ohms, not 70
ohms. When lwo of these 'bays' are stacked the
impedance of the two is equivalent to paralleling
two 1,000 ohm resistors; 500 ohms. This is still
not a good match for 300 ohm line or matching
transformers, but it is far better than trying to
match 25 ohms. When four bays of this
particular design are combined, the afiay
impedance can come close to 300 ohms. The
two-bay and four-bay versions are frequently
seen in band Itr areas of New Zealand.

#3) Extended-double-Zepp with reflectors. In
this design the element lengths are .64 of a
wavelength either side of the centre insulator.

Reflectors are added for directivity. The gain of
the extended 'uersion is approximately- 3 dB per
'bay'without the reflector, 5 dB with. Element
lengths for .64 wave at band Itr would be in the
vicinity of 1 metrs for each half of the anay, 2
metres overall end to end. Lengthening the
element lengths beyond .64 wavelength is not
advisable as this causes the fiont pattern to 'split'

into the form of an X' creating a null at the
centre of the broadside direction. Extended
double Zepp versions require some critical
matching de'uices and are not popular for this
reason.

,{11 of these antennas fall into a family called
'collinears' which generally describes a high
impedance, broad bandwidth antenna with
modest gain but potentially excellent front to
rear rejection ratios.

The spacing between the active (dipole)
element and the reflector has a direct bearing on
the gain of each of these designs, and to some
extent on the array's impedance as well. In
general terms, spacing from dipole (whether .5
wave) 1.0 wave or 1.28 wal'e total dipole
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LAZY H GAII\ ENHANCEMENT

1 Bay with reflector
3 to 5 dB gain

- . r | . . - 1 -

Y v
BALANCED FEED

1000 ohms alone
1200 + ohms with

reflector

2 Bays with reflectors
6 to 8 dB gain

4 Bays with reflectors
9 to 11 dB gain

A R
S Y

+
I s/8s3

Y
I

Y Y
BALANCED FEED

500 ohms alone
60&F ohms with

reflectors

'l BALANCED FEED

250 ohms alone
300 ohms 4 with

reflectors

length) to reflector should be in the region of
0.2 wavelength at the lowest frequency on
which the antenna will be used. At channel 4.
175.25 MH', this is in the region of 0.342
metres. The stacking distance, between bays,
should be in the region of 0.5 wavelength; or at
channel 4. 0.853 metres. When the reflector is
spaced closer than 0.2 wavelengths the
impedance of the array increases slightly and
there is a detuning effect on the active element
which requires compensation by readjusting the
driven element length. When the stacking
distance between bays (.853 metres at channel
4, progressively less to channel 11) is decreased
the additive effects of the gain of the second
bay is decreased and match suffers. Too close
reflector spacing, too close bay-stacking is not
uncofilmon in commercially available antennas.

When two bays are combined with phasing
lines, the impedance of the array will typicalty
be 50016 of a single bay. When four bays are
combined with phasing lines the impedance
will rypically become 25o/o of a single bay
although with planning it is also possible to have
a 4-bay array impedance that is 50oz'o of a single
bay (stack).

Some aspects of the end fed half wave (full
wal'e overall length) performance are the best
of any antenna considered to this point
primarily because the antenna is broadband in

coverage and the array impedance is more
adaptable to 300 ohm feed line or a matching
transformer. However, the antenna's frontal
pattern is quite broad and the overall gain fbr a
four bay array will be approximately 3 dB lower
than a properly designed yagi that uses about
the same amount of raw (aluminium tubing)
material.

The low-quality look-alike. using 1/2 wave
length elements split in the middle (i.e., 70 ohm
dipoles) backed up with sliehtly longer
reflectors, has neither the gain nor the important
impedance match of the larger end fire version.
The mismatch is so significant that the overall
performance of this antenna is barely the equal
of a simple two-element yagr (in the two-bay
version) and may actuall,v be worse than a
two-element yagr in the four-bay version.

THE LOG
If placing two dipole elements on the same

boom, and adjusting them to resonate on two
different frequencies as a means of expanding
the 'gain bandwidth' of a yagi is a step forward,
how about three dipoles, or even four, each
adjusted to a different (desired) frequency?

This concept occurred to several antenna
designers in the late 50s and a number of early
attempts emerged. They were known as
'Travelling Wave' antennas, 'Zig-Zags,' and
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ultimately in the refined form as 'Log

Periodics.'
The concept seems refreshingly simplistic.

A dipole has 4 resonant frequency. For
fiequencies higher than the design frequency,
the dipole acts as a reflector. After a[ reflectors
are nothing more than dipoles that are too long.
For frequencies lower than the design
frequenc-v, the dipole acts as a director; dipoles
that are too short to resonate on a frequency
become directors for 'focusing'enerry to a
'longer' dipole further'back' on the antenna.

The Log Periodic Dipole Array (LPDA)
consists of a series of dipoles placed on a
support boom with progressively longer dipoles
the fuilher back you go towards the 'rear' of the
antenna. Let's say for illustration you design a
LPDA to cover I74 to 230 MHa TV band Itr.
In concept, the 'first' dipole, at the tiont, would
be for the highest frequency (230 MHz) while
the next one back would be for a lower
fiequency (such as 223 \.trI2). This would
continue in some precalculated series of
MHz-per-element steps until you reached the
rear element which would be a dipole resonant
on 174 MHz. We illustrate.

Two questions should come to mind initially:
#1) How many mesahertz can vou place

between elements?

#2) How do all of these elements combine
together and what happens to the impedance
when a series of dipoles are interconnected?

MEGAHERTZ OF DESIGN WIDTH
With the advent of computer programmes to

refine empirical designs" it has become apparent
that as long as you respect oertain design
limitations there is virtually no limit as to the
design bandwidth of a log periodic antenna.
Ear$ literature spoke in terms of a frequency
design width of 2 to 1; such as 100 to 200
MHz, 150 to 300 and so on. With computer
design, very few of these constraints remain.

LPDA 'gain' happens in the following way.
An incoming signal travels from front to back
of antenna 'looking fbr a resonant match'.
Elements that are too short to be resonant on
the incoming signal's frequency act as directors
do in a yag; they focus eners/ to the rear.
When a resonate dipole is found, the signal is
'trapped' by the dipole and fed into the
transmission line system. Longer elements, still
fuither to the rear, act as reflectors do in a yag.
This all happens automatically; no switches are
thrown, no diodes operate to switch circuits.

If an LPDA covers a sizeable chunk of
frequencies the dipole that is most nearlv
resonant to the frequency captures the signal.
Like any dipole operating 'off its exact resonant
frequency' the efficiency of its signal capture

MECHANICS OF LPDA

u2DEr-.f-l F
:  . 'u2DEl[-r-'

In models using metallic boom
halves as transmission lines, each
half element (114 wave long) attaches
to opposite boom-half (i.e., opposite
side of transmission line

DE1 €
l s s

<-+
S6

F

t:
DE5

LPDA design begins with antenna feeder (internal to antenna) transmission line, to w{rich 1i4 wavelength
elements are connected. Lengths 'taper' and spacings 'progress' at logarithmic rate over bandpar. ,.urrg"

i DEI etc. e
<+.<+,?l-tnr i r l -ss- ls+
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WHERE SIG|{ALS 'STOP' (meet resonate dipole) AFTER ENTERING ANTENNA
l1'::T:-l GOOD Match
ffi POOR Match

AIMCO 5 EL. DD

LINCRAD 4111 LPY

Res. 164 NIHz

181.5

R

7t(6)
st(4)

HH
l1(10)

(ey8

9-11 a8 4

t
I
I ""r.

( SIGNA.LS)

r79.2

DE7

DE6

DE5

DE4

DE3

DE2

DE1

D1

D2

D3

164.5 MHz

E1

R

D

DE2

D1

196.5

212.5

250.5

272.5

285.0
:

+t-232.5

.--ii-- 238.0

245.5

will vary somewhat depending upon how far
above or below the actual dipole resonant
frequency the signal may be. An LPDA that has
been designed to cover a relatively narrow band
of frequencies (such as 174 to 230 MHz) can,
by employing a sizeable number of elements,
have tw'o or even three dipoles that are resonant
near enough to the srgnal frequency that the
gain of the antenna bscomes quite sizeable.
W"hen two or more dipole elements collect
signal (resonate) they are known as an 'active

cell' in the antenna. The elements remaining,
either acting as (too-short) directors or (too
long) reflectors become totally passive for that
particular frequency. ,A,nd even though these
'passive' elements remain connected to the
antenna's built-in transmission line system, they
have no effect on the transmission line.

With the exception of the highest and lowest
design frequencies (special cases which we will
discuss), most LPDA designs offer gains that
approximate those you would expect with a
three to four element optimised yag on any
specific frequency within the colerage range.
This is logical since for any frequency within

the design bandwidth there is one
too-short-to-be-a-dipole element (which acts as
a director), one or two resonant (or near
resonant) element that acts as dipoles, and one
too-long-to-be-resonant element that acts as a
reflector. Thus the comparison to a three or
four element yagi.

If all of the elements in the LPDA are dipoles
(i.e., active, as in connected to the transmission
line), the r,ery tirst element has nothing in front
of it to act as a director. On this 'highest

frequency' the LPDA has the gain of a
two-element yagr. ,4.nd at the rear, if the last
dipole on the boom acts as an active resonant
element for a particular frequency, there is
nothing behind it to act as a reflector. Again, it
performs on that frequency as a two-element
beam (dipole + director) would perform.

There are methods of correcting for this; 1'ou
can, for example, mlr passive (not connected to
the transmission line) elements to the actir,e
elements by adding one or more shorter
directors at the very front, and a reflector at the
rear. Well come back to this as well.
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COMBINING ALL THOSE DIPOLES
Our study of yagis has taught us that the

most difficult yagi-design limitation to
overcome is the gain-bandwidth challenge. And
the next problem is matching the impedance of
a dipole. surrounded by passive elements. to a
medium range (300 ohm) transmission line. We
also now understand that if you want a
broadband antenna you are beffer off starting
with a design that has a high feed impedance;
the end fire for example.

On paper, even in your hand, the LPDA
appears to be using a succession of 70 ohm
dipoles (i.e., not folded) spaced fair$ closely
together. Closer inspection rer,'eals that each
half-dipole is cross connected to the following
(and preceding) half dipole on the opposite side
of the antenna. This side to side cormection of
the dipole-halves to the feedline gave one
version of the antenna the name 'Zig-Zag.' And
experience says that if a number of
individualty-70 ohm dipoles are interconnected
the impedance of the wfiole will be
(substantially) below the 70 ohms of a single
dipole.

The theoretical basis for the LPDA is as
complex, perhaps more complex, than the yagr.
In other words, looks are very deceiving. There
is nothing simplistic nor conventional about its
design. Designers speak in tongues calling
segments of the antenna 'the active qeelen',
diagramming 'imagina{y currents' to describe
what happens in those elements either'side' of
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LPDA A.N{TENNA FEEDER

AS elements
shorten towards

\ "t""r ro"..o
y' 40mm at dipoles

I
I
J

FRONT

Lines spaced
8mm at cross
over point

AS EXAh{PLE - Lincrad 4111 LPY uses 8mm
flat stockfor'line' spaced 40mm at dipoles

for average impedance of 210 ohms

'the active region' and lean heavily on
explanations that label non-resonant elements as
'inductive' or'capacitive.'

The elements are interconnected using a
balanced feed system. ,4ll adjacent elements are
cross connected to create a 180 degree phase
sffi between adjacent elements; not dissimilar
to the way a double-folded-dipole yagi cross
connects one to the other.

N{any commercial LPDA designs treat the
antenna boom as a balanced transmission line.
The boom material selected is 1/2 of a square or
rectangular aluminium'channel' (alternately, a
full channel that is cut or slit length wise to
produce two equal half-charurels). The charnels
are insulated from one another (tf'pically using a
fibreglass or plastic insulating material ) and
each boom-half becomes 50% of a
'transmission line.' Hallelements are welded or
secured to the appropriate channel and both
hatves of the 'hot' boom are insulated from the
mast or tower support through insulating
blocks. The heart of the true LPDA is the
'transmission line' to which elements connect.
Think of the antenna design as a transmission
line created to a specified impedance to which



1/4 wave elements are attached at a regular,
repeating succession of intervals. We illustrate.

Other designs use standard yag element
mounting techniques but insulate the half-dipole
elements from the boom. The individual centres
of the dipole elements are metal strap or wire
cross-connected to the before and after dipole
halves in the 'zig-zag' fashion. Some of these
designs 'overlook' the transmission-line basis for
LPDA and performance suffers as a result.
Merel]' cross cormecting a succession of dipoles
is not the same as desiening an LPDA.

In a LPDA either the elements must be
insulated from the boom, or, the boom must be
'cut in two parts' with both hatves insulated
from each other. and. also from the tower or
mast to which they mount. This is pretty basic
since all or almost all of the elements are 'active'

(i.e., connected ultimately to the transmission
line).

Now the matching part.

Unlike yagt and end fire antennas where the
feed-element design dictates the impedance and
all the builder can do is adapt the feed system to
match the transmission line, the LPDA designer
has options. While the detail is clearly beyond
the scope of this analysis, it is possible to design
the antenna such that the inherent impedance of
the array (meaning the elements plus the
internal element connecting transmission line)
can be any value between 70 and 400 ohms.
This means the array can be designed to directy
match 75 ohms, or 300 ohm 'balanced' line.
Most designers trade off antenna system
impedance for other desirable features, such as
gain and ease of construction for matching
networks to step up (or down) the impedance
to the feedline you will use. Variables in design
include the spacing along the transmission
(antenna fbeder) line between elements, and the
ratio of element diameter to length (truly
optimised designs use progressively larger
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element diameters towards the rear of the
boom).

In an LPDA the term 'antenna feedet' refers
to the purpose-designed impedance sjrstem of
the boom(s) or along-boom intercorurecting
electrical system. The 'fbed line' refers to the
transmission line connecting the antenna to the
receiver.

LPDA PERFORN4ANCE
Many users would consider an antenna that

produces around 7 dB of gain (dBg) marginally
attractive. although the broad frequency
spectrum coverage of the design and the
possibility of maintaining an 'easy match' to
cofilmon transmission lines is of interest.

Computer-aided design r,ariations attack
design (frequency co'verage) width, impedance
matching, matching criteria and pattern. A front
to rear of antenna gain ratio (so-called front to
back) of 20 to 22 dB is readily achievable. This
compares favourably to a practical 4 element
yagi where front to back (FtB) ratios of 10-14
dB are considered good. The front pattern
sharpness is typically that of a 3 element
yagr, rarely better than four elements. Within a
TV channel, or across a band of charmels (such
as band Itr) the gain-flatness will be significant$
better than any broad-banded yagr design,
higher gain than an end fire anterun.

And there are design variations that can,
within limitations, improve the gain. The
spacing, betrveen elements, plays an important
part in gain as does the stepped-nature of the
individual active elements (dipole) lengths. For
example, while it might be possible to create a 7
element LPDA that covers the frequency range
I74 to 230 IvIHz, with average gain in the
region of 7.0 dB, if the designer increases the
number of elements (by decreasing the
megahertz space between successive resonant
elernents) to 14, the gain improvement could
be 1.4 dB or more (8.4 dB total;.

In the 7 element example we are covering 56
MHz (230-174) so there is one resonant
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r78 174

178

194
202

210

218

226
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186
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194

198
202
206
210
214
218
? ) )

226

BOOM
LENGTH
4.6 ' t ln i ts '

(MHz)

BOOM
LENGTH
9.1 fUnits'

element every 8 MHz (8 times 7 : 56).In the
14 element example, there is a resonant element
each 4 megahertz. Within reasonable design
limits, the greater the number of 'fed dipoles'
connected to the antenna feeder the higher the
gain of the antenna assuming the boom length is
increased as dipoles are added since spacing
between elements below an 'optimum distance'
causes lower gain, and, complicates the antenna
matching problem.

THE LOGI
Maximum gain for an LPDA ('log') is in

theory limited only by the designer's skills and
'boom length limitations.' In a design for band
m TV, for example, if you select 170 MHz as
the low frequency end and 234 \fr12 as the
high frequency end, the longest element
(resonant at 170 MHz) becomes a reflector for
the lowest actual band Itr frequency (175.25
MHz) while the shorfest element (resonant at
234 \,tr12) becomes a director for the highest
actual band Itr frequency (229.750 MHz). This
gets you neatly around band-edge performance
drop off previously cited; you simply establish
new band edges that allow extra frequency
coverage such that everWhing within the real
band (174-730) sees the full gain of the
antenna.
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A California designer in the mid 50s. working
before the LPDA was 'discovered', worked out
a plan fbr enhanced in-(T\')-channel
performance for band I TV antennas by taking
the number of dipoles for a specific anterura
beyond the previous limit of two. His name was
Oliver Swan and his empirical work was the
foundation for the later mathematical analysis
that led to the LPDA.

Swan correctly reasoned that if a totally
passir,'e reflector and one or more totally passive
directors were placed either side of multiple
driven (feed line connected) elements the
gain-bandpass of the antenna would be superior
to a single or dual dipole yagi. Most of the
'single-(T\')-channel' Swan antennas ended up
with four driven or dipole elements and a total
element count in the region of 7 to 9 (one
passive reflector, 4 driven, 2 to 4 passive
directors). Swan also correctly worked out that
if he designed a balanced antenna feeder
(transmission line) first, and then 'plugged

elements into the purpose-designed transmission
line' he could 'back into' the match problem by
igoring previous design limitations associated
with standard yagr designs. He would by the
1970s be labelling his design LOGI for fug'(+;
149.'

The advantages of a logi are that only a
portion of the antenna's strucfure must be
treated as a log. Since a log requires special
attention to the 'antenna feeder' function of the
purpose-designed transmission line that
intercormects active elements, a fuIl log
demands that the boom be or support this
transmission line. In a pure yaei, the boom is a
passive device that merety suspends elements in
the appropriate position. hr a logi only a portion
of the boom must act like or support the
kansmission line function. This simplifies the
design problems, and reduces the
manufacturing cost. It also allows something
few foresaw when the desisn was first
announced.



NIAXIMISING DIRECTOR GAIN
By the 1970s the mathematical techniques for

ana$sing yag perfornance were sharpening
and although the full power of computer
analysis had not been focused on the subject,
repeatable results were being obtained for the
first time. Lrp to that time two difflerent
researchers w-orking independentty were finding
often conflicting results rvith changes in element
lengths and spacings.

It was becoming apparent that:
#1) The director closest to the driven element

has a strong influence on the dipole match and
close-spacing as near as .1 wavelength
maximised antenna gain.

#2) Progressive spacing, more space between
directors as more were added in front of the
dipole, often required then unexplainable 'wide

spacing' for maximum gain.
#3) The diameter of the elements, and the

diameter of the boom as it related to the
elements, lvas an important design factor.

#4) Maximum gain for narrow-bandwidth
long yagis (such as 500 kilohertz width at 144
\'{FIz on booms over 4 wavelengths in length)
occurs with inegular director element lengths
and irregular spacing (i.e., there is less than fuIl
symmetry in director lengths and spacings
forward of the driven element/dipole).

Swan translated these findings into a better
understanding of the true potential of the logi. It
was his view (Swan died in 1981) that once the
designer had solved the active-element
bandwidth problem (with multiple driven
elements) the adding of additional antenna
svstem gain was far less complicated than
previously belier,ed. Using his own antenna test
range in southern Arizona Swan decided much
of the analysis done for very narrow bandwidth,
optimised gain, yagrs did not necessarily apply
to relatively broad bandwidth logis. In
particular, he found that director spacings and
director lengths that took a non-symmetrical
approach in the name of optimising gain were
inr,alid for broad bandwidth logis.
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Although Swan's work ended with his death
and to our knowledge none of his logi work has
been reduced to computer programmes lbr
design, he left behind a wealth of empirical
data. This data was collected and provided to a
pair of Kiwi antenna builders in the New
P$mouth area last spring by Tech Bulletin.

THE BASIC LOGI
Swan lbund and others would later confirm.

that only one director was critical to the
focusing process; the first director, nearest to
the (most forward) active element. For
broadband purposes the chain of directors after
that one nearest the active portion do not
'stagger'in length. We illustrate here.

'BASIC' SWAN 22 ELEMENT
BAND III 'LOGi'

Spacing

Dl51572mm
D14/584mm

3/584mm

4i584mm
D13/584mm

D121584mm

D11/584mm

Dl0/584mm

D9l584mm

D8/584mm

D7l584mm

D6/584mm

D5/584mm

D4/584mm

D3/584mm

D2l584mm

Dll622mm
260A4n60
289t44n89

292
330t44/330
381i44/381

l65mm
R/ 864mm

Reflector 12mm from boom end; rest space from
end; lengths end to end (dipole: ll4, spacing,ll4).

7.245m

6.864m

6.590m

6.160m
5.798m

5.410m

5.017m

4.572m
4.001m

3.569m
3.150m

2.667m

2.216m

1.867m

1.461m

1.016m

724mm
546mm
419mm
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ORIGINAL 41 ELEMENT SWAN BAND 3

To cover the frequency range 174 to 216
MHz (the American equir,alent of band Itr)
Swan chose to use four active elements. His
original dimensions are shown.

Recall that a full log antenna (all elements
active) with multiple 'active elements' staggers
the resonant frequency of the elements such
that they span a 'band' of frequencies. In the
Swan Logi, the four aotive elements (dipoles) if
remor,ed from the antenna and suspended alone
in space would resonate (best match signals at):

l) DE one - 175.3 MHz
2) DE two - 200.5 MHz
3) DE three - 226.5 MHz
4) DE four - 249.0 NIHz
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Recall now that the American band III range
is I74 to 216 MHz. So why did Swan design an
antenna that places two of its four resonant
dipoles well above (226.5, 249 NtrLz) the top
end of the design band?

The answer begins to toush upon the
'imaginary currents' that flow in a log; those
invisible ingredients (i.e., you cannot see or
actually measure them; like a neutrino they are
apparent most$ by mathematical analysis) that
led to the computer programmes that now
designs logs.

A partial explanation is found by analysing
the recently released model 4-11 11 element
LPY antenna from New Zealand manufacturer
Lincrad. This antenna is designed to cover our
I74 - 230 MHz band Itr range. It uses one
passive reflector, 3 passive directors and 7
active (dipole) elements. If you lift the active
elements off the boom and determine their
'stand-alone' resonant frequency you find:

l) DE one - 181.5 MHz
2) DE two - 196.5 MHz
3)DEthree -272.5M'}I2
4) DE four - 229.5 MHz
5) DE five - 250.5 MHz
5) DE six - 272.5Il/IH;r
7; DE seven - 285 MHz

Three of the seven elements would seem to
be so far above the 174-230 MHz band Itr
region as to be not tikety to contribute to the
performance of the anterura.

Swan's two 'above-band' dipoles extend the
antenna's gain-bandwidth upwards by 15.3ozo
(249 venius 216 MHz). Lincrad's three
'above-band' clipoles extend the range uprvards
23.9o/i (285 versus 230 MHz).

In both cases those dipoles resonant above the
174-(216) 23A MHz band will make no
contribution to the srgnal'collecting' process. By
being too-short to resonate inside the design
band, they become passive (director) elements.
Is this 'proper'log desigrr?

With the advent of computer log (LPDA)
antenna design prografilmes, the builder has the



ability to plug in element lengths, spacings and
antenna feeder line dimensions and observe the
results (changes in gain, antenna pattem,
impedance match) without touching a single rod
of aluminium or lifting a single screwdri\,er.
Swan designed his antennas the old fashioned
way; 'cut and try' and then 'cut again.' Linorad
could make use of computer design
prograrnmes. Both ended up at about the same
point.

LTnder the most optimum computer designs, a
pure log will produce forward gains in the

region of 8.4 dB (relative to a resonant dipole).
This statement is true no maffer how many
dipoles you design into the 'active cell' region of
the antenna (i.e., whether they are 10 or 1 MHz
'apart' in self-resonant frequencies). By
comparison, this is the range of gain you might
expect with a verl carefully designed 6 element
single channel yagr desrgn antenna on band Itr
with twin driven (two active) elements. This is
more gain (by as much as 2.4 dB) than you are
like$ to average with a 10 element consumer
style band Itr yag sold in New Zealand for
channels 4 through 11. We show measured

Lincrad
{ I11LPY

Lincrad
719 +l

AIMCO
5l+11

AIMCO
5t4-ll

AIMCO
5DD/+11

AIMCO
sDDl+11

AIMCO
10DD411

AIMCO
10DD411

2X sDD
t+tl

l t o l l t o I 4 t o 1 I t ( }  I 4 t o 1 I t o I 4 t o l I t o l 4 t o l
175.25 +73dBuV +70dBuV+69dBuV +72dBuV +69dBuV +fldBuV +72dBuV +TldBuV ffddBuV

Frt/Back -15 dB ;z9,rdB -12 dB -12 dB 1 l  dB -10 dB -9 dB -9 dB -14  dB

189.2s +42dBuV*45dBu\i +40dBuV t4ldBuV +4ldBuV +42dBuV +39dBuV +44dBuV +44dBuV

2t3.25 +47dBuV +44dBuV +44dBuV +42dBuV+43dBuV +45dBuV +48dBrV +47dBuV +47dBuV

Deepest
Null

-29 dB -29 dB -20 dB -13 dB -15 dB ;33:'dB
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results with a number of commonly available
yagi-format antennas separately here.

But the comparison between a multiple
element yagr and a multiple element log cannot
end with a simple gain comparison. A proper$
designed band Itr log will exhibit the same gain
(or,er a 56 MHz bandwidth) to within +/- 0.3
dB while a yag will be no beffsr than +/- 3.0
dB. The yagi design rejection of interference
(from co-channel and adjacent c.hannel stations)
will be quite infbrior to the log (see tabular
report here) especially i" the rear (front to back)
direction. And match: the computed gain of any
antenna is only important when you are able to
connect the active portion's collected signal to
the transmission line effectively.

The yagi 'match' over a frequency range of
174 to 230 N,{FIz, even when the yagi uses
double-driven dipole elements. varies
significant$ through the gain-bandwidth
tiequency range. The match (to a 300 ohm or
75 ohm transmission line) can be designer
optimised for a portion of this frequency range;
it cannot be optimised through the entire range.
The log, on the other hand, actually begins its
design life by creating a transmission line
(interconnecting antenna feeder line for the
dipoles) that is calculated to match the desired
transmission line (i.e., downline to the receil'er)
after the dipoles have been added. Virtually any
transmission line impedance from 70 to more

TRANSMISSION LINE IMPEDANCE
t !

l l
t l
f t

t l
t t

e
s

o  o =  $ o<+
s

Distance between parallel
c,onductors (S) AI{D diameter (d )

LINCRAD uses 8mm FLAT strap equal to 8mm
tubing. At crossover point @) distance is only 8mm
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than 400 ohms can be created by selection of
the spacing between the parallel hah'es of the
antenna feeder and by selecting the appropriate
diameter of transmission line material. We show
the basic design criteria separately here.

And finaty this surprise for those who believe
all 'straight dipoles' are automatically 70 ohm
range impedance. Once you have selected the
appropriate antenna feeder line impedance, and
matched it to the appropriate half-element
lengths and element to element spacings for a
log, you have dipoles rvhich have an impedance
that varies as a function of all of these factors.
For example, in the Lincrad model 4-11 eleven
element LPY, the seven active elements have
the following impedances :

a) DE one - 263 ohms
b) DE two - 246 ohms

c) DE three - 232.5 ohms
d) DE four - 220 ohms
e) DE five - 207 ohms
t) DE six - 195.5 ohms
g) DE seven - 190 ohms

As you can see, none of these 'dipoles'is even close to
70 ohms impedance.

\['hen these seven active elements are
matched to the Lincrad-designed antenna feeder
line impedance of (210 ohms), the impedance
of the 7 actwe elements after being all tied
together in one antenna is in the region of 73.0
ohms. Users of the Lincrad anterma line have
already noticed they' are supplied with a Lincrad

LINCRAD SUGGESTS 8mm separation
where antenna feeders cross over



manut-actured "1 to 1 balun" which produces an
unbalanced 75 ohm (line) output (for the run to
the TV receir,rr or masthead) from the antenna.
Now you understand why; an antenna
impedance of 73 ohms, balanced, run through a
1 to 1 balanced to unbalanced transformer
works nicely into a 75 ohm transmission line.

BEYOND the 8.4 dB BARRIER
Alas, no matter how many acti'vr elernents

Lincrad (or anyone else) designs into the "active

region" (174-nA MHz), when every aspect of
the log portion is optimised, we will never
exceed 8.4 dB forward gain over a dipole.

N,{ore gain? Certainly not more active
elements. In fact, optimum performance may
actually occur with fewer elements because
each element adds to the 'IR' (current times
resistance) losses of the antenna.

Some designers such as Swan place a not
connected totally passive reflector behind the
longest active element. There are several distinct
design variables here. Extensive computer and
empirical testing tells us that a multiple active
element log 'cell' acts very much like a 'fat

dipole;'a dipole that uses materials so physically
large that it gains extra bandwidth because of
the dimensions of the materials. As previously
noted, a folded (two-wire) dipole has impror,ed
bandwidth over a simple straight dipole. And a
three wire dipole has still additional bandwidth.

Think of the Lincrad seven dipoles-active log
section as a 7-wire dipole; 'fat'in one dimension

AI{ATOMY OF'FAT' DIPOLE

C

D

E
--.*---4

v
F

Dimension A to B
is 'normal'for a

dipole; C to D is FAT
while E to F is not
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(oblong along the boom) if not 't-at' in height.
This 'fattening process' of the dipole has a
significant impact upon the optimum
dimensions and optimum spacing for a passive
reflector.

Virhrally all designers agree the reflector for a
'fat dipole' should be spaced close to the dipole;
in this case close to the longest, most rear,
active dipole. In a normal yagr antenn4 the
reflector for optimised eain is placed around 0.2
wavelengths behind the (single or double)
dipole. In a log, the optimum point for the
reflector is 0.08 wavelengths behind the longest
active element; where. 0.08 wavelength is
computed for the lowest frequency the antenna
is designed to recover (such as 175.25 MHz for
channel 4 video in a band III antenna). If the
reflector is spaced at traditional yagi-reflector
spacing (such as 0.2 war,elength) there is no
increase in log(i)/LPDA antenna performance.

Some log/LPDA designers suggest that rather
than placing a passive reflector behind the
longest active element, the design simply
increase the lowest'active element' frequency a
few MHz (such as resonate at I7O MHz for use
with 174 - 230 MHz; band Itr). This (new)
longest acti'ue element will then act 'passive'

within the real active bandwidth of the anrenna
assuming the role of a passive reflector.

Still other log designers suggest that this 'extra

active element' at the rear of the antenna be
terminated across the transmission line
connection with a loop of wire. Lincrad follows
both approaches by placing a 'coil of wire'

SETTING LPDA FRONT - BACK

Loop to
rear cian
improve
F/Bbe 'below' lowest : I

received frequency , i
I
I
|  : - -
Y rnoxr



TERMINATION of longest dipole (Lincrad) with inductance (left). By replacing coil with

resonant loop (right) we improved channel 4 gain 1.5 dB, front to back by 5 dB (only at 4).

(inductanse) across the longest active-connected
element in the series, and, then placing a purely
(non-interconnected) passive reflector behind
the last active element. With the Lincrad 4-11
11 element LPY if you measure a lowest
fiequency (4) video carrier (175.25 MHz) with
the antenna 'stock' and then compare the gain
plus front to back after removing the passive
retlector and replacing the inductance coil with
a small loop (110mm total length) of wire, you
lind the forward gain on this one channel
(channel 4) may actually go up by 1 to 1.5 dB
while the antenna's front to back ratio goes Up
by 5 dB (see measurement detail separately,
here). This can be confirsing to interpret
proper$.

\\fhen a log antenna is married to passive
elements, the active portion (so called'tbt dipole
region') design impedance changes. In the case
of the Lincrad tested antenna, the 73 ohm
impedance of the active portion alone (i.e., that
remaining when the reflector and all 3 directors
are removed from the boom) is pushed
downward when the reflector and first director
are added. In other n'ords. changing from a
pure log to a log plus yag (logi) causes the
or,erall antenna impedance to move downward.

Now, unfortunately, the carefully designed
73 ohm antenna impedance drops to the region
of 35 ohms if the reflector is spaced in the

0.08-0.2 wavelength region behind the longest
active element, and, the director is spaced 0.15
wavelength (at the highest antenna operating
frequency).

Thus when a designer adds passive elements
to an actile (LPDA) antenna, the active element
lengths and spacings, as well as the design
impedance of the antenna feeder
(element-linking) line must be redesigned to
adjust to the impedance lowering effects of the
passive elements. One of the more significant
desrgn changes is to carry the upper frequency
end be-v*ond the actual operating frequency
desired. Swan carried his to 249 NfrLz to allow
his antenna system to better match his desired
transmission line impedance (110 ohms in his
antenna shown here). Lincrad adjusts by
carrying their active-cell region to 285 MHz. In
effect, by extending the active bandwidth of the
antenna's design upward you are forcing the
overall antenna impedance upward as a balance
to the impedance lowering side effects of the
passive elements. It should be noted for
correctness that other designers redesign the
active dipole lengths, active dipole spacings and
active dipole element diameters to compensate
for the 'loading effects' of passive elements.
HOW MUCH GAIN?

Kiwi antenna builders Owen Barriball (Pri-
vate Bag 40, Punsarehu, Taranaki) and Robert
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Krijger (110 Seaview Road. New Plymouth)
started from the Swan design notes supplied by
Tech Bulletin and created a series of antennas.

A 22 element band Itr version exact$
duplicates the Swan notes (3). Frequency
scaled 22 and 31 element version was built to
cover LIHF charurels 43 to 59 (648-781 MHz).
A seven element I'ersion. scaled down in
frequency from Swan's band III data, was built
for the 88-100 MHz FM band. Overall, more
than a dozen antennas were created one
consisting of an array of four 11 element band
III antennas tested on a 245km path using
Auckland channel4 as a srgnal source.

The summary of their work is this:
a) At FNI (89-100 N{F{z) attempts by a local

pub to bring in TAB race coverage using
commercially built FI\{ aerials had failed.
Arrays of 7 element Swan-based design
anteruras produced noise free FM reception
from distant TAB transmitters.

3l Swan's onglnal published notes (order 3/77 at $10)
from Tech Bulletin, P.O. Box 330, Nlangonui, Far North

b) At band m 074-230 N.{Hz) repeated direct
comparisons between 11 element Hills
wideband (4/11) yag and the 22 element Swan
based Logi found an 8 dB gain improvement
with the logi. Krijger also found a pair of stack-
ed 22 element anteruras produces full colour
reception on channel 4 (Auckland; 245km)
approximately 80o/o of the time with stereo
sound 30026 of the time. Using the same antenna
atray on charulel 11 Kaukau (255km) produces
reception simply not present at all on the Hills
commercial antenna.

c) At band V (648-781 MHz) a 36 element
version produced:

1) 3 dB (minimum) to 6 dB maximum (a
function of {lHF charurel) more gain than a
Hills 18 element TC 18 anterura;

2) 3 dB (ar,erage) more gain than a Strong-
line TX9l comparison antenna.

The long-boom {lHF versions built and tested
by Bamiball and Krijger were probably not
impedance optimised for match pu{poses as
well as they should be by the time this appears
in print. A mathematical error in the frequency
scaling of their antenna feeder lines was caught
as we prepared this report and modifications are
now underway. We would anticipate 2 to 3 db
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additional IIHF signal after these modifi-
cations have been tested.

For materials the pair of builders used 3/8"
(10mm) diameter aluminium tubing for the
elements and 3i4" (19mm) square aluminium
for the boom. The active elements are insulated
fiom the boom using 1/8' (3.2mm) thick
Perspex. Passive elements are mounted directly
to the boom using self tapping screws.

Both report a "razor sharp" antenna forw-ard
gain pattern with all models built plus an almost

total lack of side and rear lobes. Swan's own
work related antenna forward gain to boom
length; a standard practice amongst antenna
professionals. Krijger and Barriball reduced this
after measurements at FM, band Itr and [-IHF
band V to the table . A 16 element antenna, for
example, on a boom 3.5 wavelengths in length
produced 18 dB of gain with a front paffem
beamwidth of 18 degrees. Increasing the boom
length to 7.5 wavelengths (3.5 metres long at
648 MHz) reduced the forward frontal pattern
half power points to 15 degrees and increased
the gain to 20.5 dB (reference a tuned dipole).

KRTJGER / BARRIBALL Loci for 648 - 7sl Mlrz (cHs 43 - 59) 'ata swAN
(Only half of log -elements shown for simplicity. Gain if you build 9 elements calculated at 15 dB;
at 13 elements 17 db, rising to 23 dB at full 40 elements according to Krijger and Barriball.)

R = 2 3 3 . 4 m m ; 1 = 1 0 3 + 4 4 + 1 0 3 ; 2 = 8 9 . 3 + 4 4 + 8 9 . 3 ; 3 = 7 8 + 4 4 + 7 8 ; 4 = 7 0 . 3 + 4 4 + 7 0 . 3 . D l = 1 6 8 .
D2 through D34 = 157.8. D35 = 154.5mm. SPACING: Rl to I = 41.2mm; lto?= 34.3;2 to 3 = 34.3. 3
to4=34.3 .4 toDl=48mm.Dl toD2=62.4mm.D2toD8=110mmeach.D8toD9=67mm.D9toD10=
204mm. Dll to D17110mm each. D17 to D18 = 67mm. D18 to D19 = 204mm. D20 to D26= 110mm each. D26 to
D27 = 110mm.D27 to D28 = 67mm. D28 to D29 = 204mm. D29 to D34 110mm each. D34 to D35 = 103mm. If
you do not use all (35) directors, the front director should be ofthe D35 length regardless ofnumber used.
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RHOMBICS at LIHF become'manageable'in size. A unique
design pioneered by AT&T engineers 'stacks'four identi-
cal "bays" in side-by-side configuration. Krijger scaled a
model for LIFIF with excellent results. Tech Bulletin has a
technical reprint (order 10176 at $10) for a detailed
description of the system. For advice, contact Krijger
direct$ (see page 38).

COI{CLLTSIOII
Although 'Lazy H' end-fire and small

non-optimised broad (wide) band yagis have
dominated the New Zealand consumer anterura
world for ser,eral decades, it would appear that
creative antenna designers and builders are
turning their attention to more modern designs
and increasingly sophisticated antenna to
transmission line matching techniques.

Beffer antennas may in fact end up costing
slightly more at the installing dealer/consumer
ler"el, but when they produce 3 to 6 dB
additional gain for the home viewer, the price is
a relative$ small premium for consistently
higher qualirJ* pictures and sound.
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Clough of Wairoa who provided data on his
modification of AIMCO 10 DD/ 4-11 antennas
he now installs (after modification) for fringe
area TV3 reception which we share here:

"I em not aJan ofthe 4-lI but I have found
that for ffiy application (weak channel 10
carrying TV3) these AIMCO aerials do work
the best out of everything I have tried withlftlTs
second best and Strongline worst oJ'those tried.
These are comments relative to my special
need Jbr good gain on channel I0 only.

"I start by throwing away, $utting off) the
most Jbrward director; f f le"ft it in place, the
vtinds here will destray it shortly arryhotv.
Thenfor channel I0 I cut approximately 25mm
offboth ends of all remaining directors. Then I
re-size the rear driven element so it is the ssme
dimensions as the (shorter) forward-most dri-
ven element.

"This produces a several dB imprrnement
that is especially noticed when tvto of these
antennas are stacked for gain."
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